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Abstract

Literature has close relationship with human’s life. It could not separate with 
society as the writer is member of society. It represents the life and life itself is social 
fact. Feminism theory has purpose to know the nature of inequality and focus on 
power, gender politics and sexuality. While generally feminist theory also concern to 
analyze women’s right, interest and issues. The themes usually explored in feminism 
such as oppression, patriarchy, discrimination, etc. One of that is libertarian radical 
feminism that related to patriarchy is characterised by power and propose 
detrimental for men to exhibit only masculine traits and women to exhibit only 
feminine traits. The aimed of this study are to know Rie’s life toward tradition with 
domination of man power and to find out libertarian radical feminism 
characteristics that possessed by Rie in the scent of sake novel. From the finding of 
the writer found about Rie’s life as the main character in The Scent of Sake novel, 
she occurs many oppression from patriarchy which domination of men and women 
become passive just take care to her husband, house and children. She must receive 
her parents decision to marring with man who didn’t love her, she is sacrifice herself 
to get heir from that man consider to business family. Then she still survive with the 
act of her husband and the last she knows that her husband has been cheat to 
geishas and has babies whereas she can’t has it too. Because of that, her libertarian 
radical feminism characteristics rise up. It also caused by her parents died and make 
her aware that she must take control in her family, she can’t depend her life to her 
husband that waste much money to geisha. She changes become independent and 
androgynious women by her education. However, Sake business and the other 
business that her family become more successful in Rie’s leadership. She really has 
soul of successor in Sake business.

Keywords : Libertarian radical feminism, The Scent of Sake novel.

Introduction
Literature has close relationship with human life. Literature could not separate 

with society as the writer is member of society. Literature represents the life and life 
itself is social fact. Thus, there is a close relationship among the writer, literature and 
her society. Her work may reflect the life of her surrounding and that may include 
the political situation and social condition.

There are three main branches of literature; they are prose divided into novel 
and short story, drama, and poetry. From those branches, literature can be 
investigated or understood by using literary criticism which explains what a work of 
literature means. It has important role for human life and the development of 
literature itself. It means that literary criticism is important in developing knowledge 
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and understanding the values outside literary itself such religion, philosophy, moral 
and so on. For example Feminism category represented social movements, so 
movement should be appeared some solution and social contact between women and 
other reality. Description social feminism respect of women should to discourse 
reproduction to build by social reality.

Feminism theory has purpose to know the nature of inequality and focus on 
power, gender politics and sexuality. While generally feminist theory also concern to 
analyze women’s right, interest and issues. The themes usually explored in feminism 
such as oppression, patriarchy, discrimination, etc. One of that is libertarian radical 
feminism that related to patriarchy is characterised by power and propose 
detrimental for men to exhibit only masculine traits and women to exhibit only 
feminine traits.

Based on explanation above, libertarian radical feminism reflected in Japanese 
culture which very strong with customary rules. In The Scent of Sake novel that tells 
the situation in Japanese society especially in condition of Sake business like their 
tradition in politics, economy, custom, wedding, etc around society that produce 
Sake, traditional drink from Japan. Japanese people in 17th century really concern to 
their tradition and dominant with men power however Rie as the main character try 
to break the rule. That’s the reason of writer investigates libertarian radical feminism 
in this study entitled An Analysis of Libertarian Radical Feminism on Rie’s 
Character in Joyce Lebra’s The Scent of Sake (2009).

Conceptual Theory 
A. Literature

Literature is human’s way to express feeling, mind and emotion, though 
not all of human can express it trough writing. According to Terry (2006), 
Literature is simply another way we can experience the world around us though
our imagination is a mood stated literature as born of telling story of arranging 
world in pleasing pattern of expressing words in some special aspects of human 
experience. 

Where as all of works related to imagination of the capacity of invention. 
The primary aim of literature is to give pleasure and entertain those who attend 
to it. As Lerner (1952) said: “since the invention of language, men have taken 
pleasure in following and participating in the imaginary adventures and 
imaginary experiences of imaginary people.”

B. Feminism
Feminism is one of literary criticsm theory related to feminime that 

develop in social. The doctrine advocating the social and political rights of 
women is equal to those possessed by men: a movement to aquiver such right; in 
a male, the presence of feminine characteristic. There are five kinds of 
feminism, such as : liberal feminism, marxist and socialist feminism, cultural 
feminism, eco-feminism and radical feminism.

One of the feminism thoughts is radical feminism. Radical feminism can 
be divided in two parts, those are : libertarian radical feminism and cultural 
radical feminism. But in this study the writer focus on libertarian radical 
feminism.
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While Tong (2009) stated that there is certain relation between someone’s 
sex and someone’s gender. Gender was separated to sex. The gender order is 
imagined in agrarian society and women’s role as wife and mother are guardian 
of cultural identity and stability in face of change. He made three main idea of 
libertarian radical feminism are :

a) Role and responsibility of reproduction are often used to bound the 
women developing as a human 

b) Erasing the human discrimination based on sex/gender system by 
actualizing women to be brave became masculine and feminine. 

c) Believing in androgynous concept as ideal concept which human 
has to develop the combination of masculine and feminine 
characters. 

Methodology
In this study, the writer used qualitative descriptive method analysis which is 

to analyze and to identify libertarian radical feminism in Joyce Lebra The Scent of 
Sake novel. Then the writer also find out more about how is Rie’s life toward the 
libertarian radical feminism and what the libertarian radical feminism characteristics 
is possessed by Rie in The Scent of Sake novel.

In this study the writer uses feminism theory in data analysis to identify how is 
life of Rie toward the libertarian radical feminism and what libertarian radical 
feminism characteristics is possessed by Rie in  The Scent of Sake novel. Whereas,
there are some steps of writer do to collect the data, such as :
a. Read The Scent of Sake Novel by Joyce Lebra
b. Find out about the libertarian radical feminism theory
c. Identify how is Rie life by using the libertarian radical feminism theory that are 

in that novel
d. Find the characteristic of libertarian radical feminism is possessed by Rie in the 

novel.
e. Collect the data and analyze it
f. Make a conclusion.

Finding and Analysis
In this paper, the writer used the theory of libertarian radical feminist that 

focus on Rie as the main character on The Scent of Sake novel. According to Gayle 
Robin in Tong (2009), libertarian radical feminist said sex/ gender system is set of 
organization that used by society to transform biological sexuality into the humanity 
product. While Tong Millet (2009) stated that there is certain relation between 
someone’s sex and someone’s gender. Gender was separated to sex. The gender 
order is imagined in agrarian society and women’s role as wife and mother are 
guardian of cultural identity and stability in face of change. Therefore, patriarchal 
society uses certain fact about men and women psychology as basic to build identity 
and behavior of masculine and feminine with purposed to empowering men and 
weakling women. In this part, the writer described two answer of statement problems 
are (1) how is Rie’s life toward tradition with domination of men power and (2) what 
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are libertarian radical feminism characteristics possessed by Rie in The Scent of Sake
novel.
A. Finding

1. Rie’s Patriarchy Family
Patriarchy ideology were taught from family, besides educational and 

religious institution. So, the writer saw libertarian radical feminism seed in 
Rie because she is refuse to be girl in the box. According to Rosemarie 
(2010, p. 73) family is basic institution in shaping the patriarchy culture. 
While the patriarchy ideology kept well in traditional and modern society. 
As smallest part of patriarchy, family has big contribution of it. every 
member in family has role and act as social rule which submitted patriarchy. 

Rie is the only child in Omura’s family after her little brother died in 
some accident and because of that Rie guess that she must more 
responsibility and take more control to her family especially in Sake’s 
business. 

As she did so, she glanced through the misty screen of her 
breath at the door of the brewery and inhaled the pungent, 
mildewy smell of yeast, the smell that permeated every 
corner of the drafty old wooden house and brewery 
buildings. Women were never to enter the forbidden door 
that gaped darkly before her. As little girl, she had waited, 
terrified, for the news that Sake had soured. It never had. 
Now, that she was grown, she had her own secret opinion 
of what women could accompolish, she made it he duty to 
wash the barrels, a task she took on when she knew her 
father was not looking. As atonement. (p. 1)

Rie had interested to all about Sake business even when she was 
young, but she got limitation at that moment. The girl can get into wooden 
house because it can made their Sake soured. When she grew up, she made 
her important task and duty for her to join and showed her cares to Sake 
business. Eventhough she still got angry by her father. 

O-natsu bowed and left the room, glancing at Rie as she 
left. With a sharp intake of breath, Rie looked down at her 
clenched fists and avoided her mother's gaze for several 
minutes. Shame burned her cheeks as she thought of her 
husband with the geisha and child together, so soon after 
her own miscarriage! anger quickly suffesed shame. (p. 
44)

There’s not any word can say from Rie’s mouth after heard that Jihei 
had baby with geisha. She feels shame, angry and feel debased dignity 
because she as children as noble families had been lose from Geisha. She 
feel betrayed and had Jihei. From that news Rie had to fight again to seduce 
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man disgusting it to get the child, if not baby of that geisha will be the heir 
of this family. 

2. Libertarian Radical Feminism Characteristics of Rie in The Scent of
Sake Novel 

After reading the novel and found about Rie’s life toward tradition 
with the domination of men, the writer connected it to three ideas of Tong 
Millet (2009) then rise up the characteristic of Rie related to libertarian 
radical feminism concept, such as : 
a. Educated Women

In Japan society women’s role didn’t hope around them. 
Tradition only focuses on domination of men. Patriarchy feels really 
strong in this novel especially in Sake business. Man as head of family 
is also head of Sake business. He has important role in family. 
However, women just allow take care home, child and her husband. 
They don’t have responsible to another aspect like in economy, politic 
and education.

“Good evening, Kin-san.” Rie bowed as she entered 
the room. “Ah, O-Josama.” Kin beamed. “The increase 
in our shipping to Edo has succeed.” (p. 27)

That’s different to Rie’s life, even she is women her parents allow 
her to study sempoa and she clever in that. In addition she is also smart 
and has good sensitivity as her father in Sake business, in fact he didn’t 
get permit in that case. It can be seen from she’s hobby to wash barrel 
of Sake with big size when she was child until she became woman. She 
can’t control Sake by herself to enter in house of Sake save because 
women will change the taste to be sour. That’s why she always wash 
barrel of Sake as important task and her duty to still play role in family 
business. 

b. surviving women

I know, Rie murmured softly, yet feeling a tightness in 
her chest as she thought of what it was coasting her. 
Sleep well, dear,” her mother said, bowing slightly as 
she left. So long as her parents understood, Rie would 
continue, would endure, until she became pregnant. 
She prayed it would happen soon, that she would be 
relieved of the unpleasant but pressing duty. In the 
meantime, she would continue to think of Saburo. (p. 
28)

She called as surviving women because she can survive from 
complicated problems that she got as children in Sake’s family. She got 
oppression from her husband especially in sex, she feels like sacrifice 
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things that her parents from their plan to her future that just consider to 
Sake business. Moreover, she can’t choose man that will be her 
husband, man that will life beside her, man who her love. 

c. An androgynous woman
Learn not get trapped anymore in patriarchal prison, Rie grow 

up to become an independent women, an androgyny. She refused to 
depend on men. Even she married. 

Rie looked around at her assembled family and 
bowed, trying her best to conceal her tears. All the 
family was present, though Kin, Kinnosuke, and 
Buntaro were also part of what she had worked all 
her life to achieve. White Tiger was now the largest 
sake empire in all the land. (p. 363)

As an androgyny, which combined the feminime and 
masculine character at the same time, Rie live in Japan economically 
and got high social status. An independence of men was the key 
from feminist mindset, especially libertarian radical feminism. By 
destroying the man domination among women, it meant that women 
were not meant be passive, such as men were not meant be active. 
The solution if women do not want to depend on man by developing 
combination of the best feminine and masculine character until 
reflected the unique from each women. That idea was what Millet 
called as androgyny. 

So, based on the libertarian radical feminism that the writer used, the 
character of Rie assumed that the Sake business was patriarchal and being a 
mother and marriage institution were forms of oppression from patriarchal 
society system.  Those things all women needed if they wanted to release 
themselves from the trap of men domination. Therefore women had to 
release themselves from depending on men.

B. Analysis 
Based on findings, Rie is victims of tradition with the domination of 

men. Women have passive role and men as an active one. Women just follow 
the patriarchy rules that are in society with men take control in all important 
aspect like economy and  politic. Rie didn’t get permission to take 
responsibility in her business family, even she must hide in her father’s office 
to listen what topic they discussed related to Sake business. She also hide to 
clean big barel, place to made Sake although her father didn’t want her did it. 

Meanwhile, she married to stranger man which chosen by her family that 
consider to experience of that man and also his family status. She felt so sad 
because of that, she must spend her life with man who she didn’t love. The 
arrogant and bored man, but she still accepted that because she felt she is the 
only children in her family and must follow it to family business name. 
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Rie hopes with her sacrifice herself she can help her family business and 
make her father proud of her. But she totally wrong, her parents had chosen 
stupid husband to her that can’t work or thinking. Jihei just a man with old 
fashioned and thinking. He just can give pain to Rie even he cheat to geisha 
and make many babies. That’s the big oppression of Rie feels in her life, she 
can’t divorce to her husband because tradition. On the other side, she cannot 
received babies from geisha, she felt like trash because can’t give pure heir to 
her family. 

From big pressure is made of her husband, her movement of feminism 
rose up. Rie becomes different women that cannot receive that value in 
tradition again. She tried to take control in Sake business, she didn’t want to be 
passive again. She knows that Jihei can’t be a successor to her family business. 
The awareness woke Rie up and thought about her destiny. She knows she 
can’t hope to her husband that waste of money to meet geisha and her parents 
has been gone, so she decided to take family business under her control. 

Rie is educated woman, because at that time not all of Japan women 
allow to study sempoa included her, but she got that skill by watch her father 
and Kin used that in office. She also has big sensitivity in Sake business. She 
always get brilliant idea in Sake business and made White Tiger becomes more 
popular than in her father era. 

On the other hand, Rie also androgynious woman, she can destroy 
patriarchy prison and become independent moment which combined feminime 
and masculine character at the same time. Although she live in old tradition but 
she has open mindset as women and didn’t want to depend on men. She didn’t 
depend on her husband to take responsibility as head of family, she can handle 
it well. She took care of her step children, and also become successor in Sake 
business. Moreover, she success to develop family business become no 1 in 
Japan with her ideas. They has company of boat, Kura business, Seller miracle 
water and also made her family brand of Sake White Tiger become the most 
popular drink. 

Conclusion
From the findings, the writer found about Rie’s life as the main character in 

The Scent of Sake novel, she occurred many oppressions from patriarchy which 
domination of men and women become passive just took care to her husband, house 
and children. She must received her parents decision to married with man who didn’t 
love her, she was sacrifice herself to got heir from that man considered to business 
family. 

Then she still survived with the act of her husband and the last she knew that 
her husband has cheated to geishas and has babies whereas she cannot have it too. 
Because of that, her libertarian radical feminism characteristics rose up. It also 
caused by her parents died and make she awared that she must take control in her 
family, she can’t depend her life to her husband that waste much money to geisha. 
She changed become independent and androgynious women by her education. 
However, Sake business and the other business that her family become more 
successful in Rie’s leadership. She really has soul of successor in Sake business.
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Abstract



This paper investigates the effect of the prevailing patriarchal oppression towards female characters in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short stories searching for identity through the lens of radical feminism, focusing specifically on authority and power. It can be seen that Hawthorne demonstrates how female characters struggle to define their lives as best as they can under male societal strictures in the early 19th century. The rationale is that by understanding the effect of dominant patriarchal culture in two tales of Nathaniel Hawthorne reveals the motivation towards the quest of identity among women of the period can be better understood. Hence, Hawthorne’s short stories serves as an indication and polemic of what happens to women when they are not allowed to attain their own identity independently of the men.  This paper analyzes two famous short stories of Nathaniel Hawthorne namely Birthmark (1843) and Rappacini’s Daughter (1844). The result of this research reveals that Hawthorne has challenged patriarchal oppression through “death as a triumph”. In short, this research shows that Hawthorne in some ways exalts the rights of women to seek their own identity in society. 



Keywords : Female identity, radical feminism, patriarchal oppression, authority, power and Nathaniel Hawthorne’s tales.    



Introduction 

This paper explores the intention of the author’s conceptions on the images of women by using the theory of radical feminism which regards patriarchy as the root cause of women’s oppression and subordination. This position views patriarchy as the oldest and most universal form of oppression and domination. Echols argues that radical feminism aims to challenge patriarchal oppression by opposing standard gender roles or “a reordering of society”. This theory also advocates equal rights for all women in all aspects of life - socially, politically, professionally and personally (Echols 7). Danny Frederick defines the theory in this way, radical feminism purports to be concerned with equality for women; it has campaigned for a number of things on the grounds of equality for women. Each of these things could be objectionable on the grounds of sexual equality in the way sexes were treated in respect of them (1). 

The main figures who struggle with radical feminism include Kate Millet, Marilyn French and others. They hold ListenRead phoneticallydiffering views as to the possible solution to achieving the shared outcome of total equality for women, but they have the same ideological belief systems which emphasize certain variables as the cause of women’s oppression. Kate Millet (1977) argues the root of all inequalities and women’s oppression is the patriarchal system (31). She uses the term “patriarchy” to explain the cause of women’s oppression. Patriarchy subordinates the women to the men or treats the women as inferior men. It is similar to Marilyn French’s position which is that patriarchy is a “sexual system of power in which the male possesses superior power and economic privilege” (17). She further explains that patriarchy is “the manifestation and institutionalization of male dominance over women in the family and the extension of male dominance over women in society in general” (18). It implies that men hold power in all the important institutions of society and women are deprived access to such power. Radical feminism posits that due to patriarchy, women have come to be viewed as the “other” to the male norm and as such have been systematically oppressed and dominated (Rhodes 4). Early radical feminists posit that the root cause of all other inequalities is the oppression of women. These categories of oppression may include the oppression based on gender identity, sexual orientation, perceived attractiveness, social class, and ability (5). 

Therefore, this paper examines the female characters in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short stories such as Birthmark (1843) and Rappacini’s Daughter (1844) in light of Kate Millet’s radical feminism concepts to discover and challenge patriarchal oppression over women in Hawthorne’s time, thus redefining women as those who have an identity which is separate from male definition. 



Conceptual Theory

The chosen theory for this research is radical feminism, which will provide the bridge between literary texts and analysis. The concept of radical feminism is based on the idea of oppression and domination, which emphasizes patriarchy as the root of women’s inequality and social dominance of women by men (Firestone 14). The radical feminists tend to be skeptical of political action within the current system and instead support cultural change that undermines patriarchy and its associated hierarchical structures. They also tend to be more into opposing the existence of political organizations in general, which is inherently tied to patriarchy (Koet and Levine, at al., 1973: 4). 

Using this concept will be a way to understand the oppression and domination over women in their quest to find their own identity. This present study will explore the process of patriarchal oppression in the postulation of Kate Millet which uses the term “patriarchy” in revealing the cause of women’s oppression and domination. She goes on to say it is exerted directly or indirectly in civil and domestic life, to constrain women. Kate Millet (1969) explains that patriarchal ideology is divided into two parts: (1) a set of beliefs that legitimize male power and authority over women, for example in marriage or a marriage-arrangement, and (2) a set of attitudes or norms supportive against wives who violate, or who are perceived as violating, the ideals of familial patriarchy (222 - 223). She also argues that the ideology within the patriarchy system is a set of ideas, explaining the social world (society as a whole) and, as a result, indicates explicitly and implicitly how power has been disturbed within this world (224). The dominance of ideology of men will disseminate and maintain social control by winning over the hearts and minds of the population, including the family and the church. In Sexual Politics (1977), she also explains: 



Sexual politics obtains consent through the “socialization” of both sexes to basic patriarchal polities with regard to temperament, role, and status. As to status, a pervasive assent to the prejudice of male superiority guarantees superior status in the male, inferior in the female. The first item, temperament, involves the formation of human personality along stereotyped lines of sex category (“masculine” and “feminine”), based on the needs and values of the dominant group […] aggression, intelligence, force, and efficacy in the male; passivity, ignorance, docility, “virtue,” and ineffectuality in the female. (26).



Millett’s definition of “sexual politics” is explained from a feminist point of view. It suggests that the “sexual politics” practised in society is the patriarchal politics of dominant males, who have a stereotyped sex category for the purpose of sexual hierarchy. As a result, men enjoy the privileges guaranteed by such patriarchal politics, and, at the same time, deprives women of their rights to equality by reinforcing the sex category, according to which women are expected to play their social roles as submissive, silent, and domestic daughters, wives, and mothers. In this way, men take women as their opposites or the Other. Millett’s definition of “sexual politics” reveals women’s low social status as women and explains patriarchal polities as the cause of the practice of sexual hierarchy. Millett’s “sexual politics” will enable women to be aware of their situation both in society and at home, to form their self-consciousness as women, to demand their equality with men, and to obtain their autonomy.

Furthermore, Kate Millett claims in Sexual Politics, “the situation between the sexes now, and through history, is […] a relationship of dominance and subordinance” (24-25). However, Millett points out that male supremacy does not “reside in physical strength but in the acceptance of a value system which is not biological” (27). Millett argues, 



Because of our social circumstances, male and female are really two cultures and their life experiences are utterly different - and this is crucial. Implicit in all the gender identity development which takes place through childhood is the sum total of the parents’, the peers’, and the culture’s notions of what is appropriate to each gender by way of temperament, character, interests, status, worth, gesture, and expression. (Sexual Politics 31).



Thus, according to Millett, the sex category, “based on the needs and values of the dominant group”, has become stereotyped: “aggression, intelligence, force, and efficacy in the male” and “passivity, ignorance, docility, ‘virtue’ in the female” (Sexual Politics 26).  In this sense, constructing stereotypes has become an important strategy for the male to subordinate the female. To resist male domination, the female characters can show their own ability, the radical feminist key concepts like “confrontation”, “separatism”, “death” and “self-reliance are applied to resist the oppressor around the women’s life, as Elaine Showalter asserts in A Literature of Their Own, that women have the authority or power to describe women’s own experiences (99) and that women “have always had to struggle against the cultural, historical force, oppression, that relegated women’s experience to the second rank” (36).For radical feminists, women’s confrontation, separatism, death, and self-reliance can be transformed to reduce, to stop or even to face the adverse effects of oppression. These are as a method located in practice, whereby women could interrogate their experiences in the light of sysmatic male domination. This perspective is always interested, it is a political activity which locates the origin of women’s oppression in patriarchy, and which tries to find the ways to overcome it. 

The postulations of radical feminist are applied to examine the female identity under patriarchal oppression as practiced in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s Birhmark and Rappacini’s Daughter. Women, by understanding the“Sexual Politics” of  men will be aware of their situation or “self-consciousness” under patriarchal oppression in society or at home, and demand to extricate from men’s oppression to be free, independent and self-determining individuals. This researcher believes that her postulations can lead one to explore women’s identity under oppression of men and as the best way to unravel their oppression. 



Methodology  

This research is qualitative research with a textual method. Textual method will investigate and analyze the literary work which emphasis on content analysis. According to Guba and Lincoln (in Moleong, 2005: 220), this content analysis is conducted by interpreting and making conclusion through identification the specific characteristics within texts objectively and systematically. 

The main data or material of this research are quotations, sentences which highlight on the women identity under patriarchal oppression as practised in two short stories of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Birthmark and Rappacini’s Daughter. In order to conduct more detailed analysis, it is necessary to take the supporting ideas of other feminists such as Simone de Beauvoir, Marry Wollstonecraft, Shulamith Firestone, and others. Their ideas will provide the critical reviews of radical feminism and feminist’s literature to look at the portrait of women’s identity in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s tales.



Findings and Discussion 

Female Identity and Patriarchal Oppression 



The patriarchal practice is often used to refer to the “norms or regulations made by men against women”. According to Jones, this term tends to refer to the patriarchal oppression in the social, political, and religious spheres (77). Using this word to describe the web of oppressive forces reveals that male domination has a long history and stretches across cultural boundaries touching various facets of life. 

The position of women under patriarchal practice is often one of oppression and domination by male power and authority. The crucial impact of this treatment has systematically deprived women and limited them from exploring their capabilities, desires and needs as women and also indirectly drawn a line of identity between men and women. Eva said, under patriarchy society, women are imaged with negative conceptualization; “women are associated with labels obedient, passive and powerless, while men are more associated with labels active, powerful and superior” (12). These attributes systematically have placed men’s identity as more dominant than that of women. Johnson (2005) also adds that male privilage is promoted to be dominant (male centred) within a patriarchy society. 

Nathaniel Hawthorne presents the insights above in his famous short stories, Birthmark (1843) and Rappacini’s Daughter (1844). He depicts women oppressed by the patriarchal oppression, particularly power of male. His female characters must 4face the difficult situation of being oppressed by male’s power in society and domestic area. His female characters are oppressed in term of “self-obsession”, they (Hawthorne’s female characters) become the object or victim of male’s obsession in the field of science.  

Nevertheless, women still have a dream to be free, independent and self-determined individuals. Slowly, women began to question their roles and respond to patriarchal treatment in a variety of new ways - withdrawal, revolt, and action to change society, - which have ironically reduced their capability to have self-identity. Literary critics such as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar assert, “significantly, as the hope for a new future merges with revulsion against a contaminated past […] the vision of a woman (is) fused with horror at the traditional woman” (81). Richard Millington says that women can also be ‘heroic’ suggesting that women must create a sense of identity to resist male dominant characters in literary texts to show that women also can think and be even more ethical characters than their men counterparts (1). Women who are engaged as heroic characters defy the master of patriarchy and participate in defiance because they refuse to adhere to patriarchal boundaries. They boldly oppose the practice of patriarchy with its denial toward women’s labels in the gender relationship. These women renounce the continuation of oppression, and re-assess their own practices to defy patriarchal control. Thus, the fundamental change will occur when women view themselves as beings of character and when they respond to public spaces and their own identities. They must explore themselves and their facets to re-envision culture as space where they can become who they want to be without patriarchal domination, reform communities to be women-conscious, and use the power to transcend the boundaries of patriarchal regulations. 



Birthmark (1843)

This story reveals Georgiana as being oppressed by Aylmer who wants to re-create her to be a perfect woman from his own view. Her “birthmark” becomes the object of disgust from Aylmer’s point of view and his sympathy and attention towards Georgiana’s beauty, is only a bad tactic for chasing the perfection with his love for science. Under oppression of her husband, Georgiana still envisions the life freely and her own decision to participate in Aylmer’s experiment, which brings her demise, is her own decision for resisting oppression around her world. Georgiana’s position is clear under patriarchal oppression; ruled, controlled and uncomplainingly obedient towards what Aylmer says. The narrator shows this insight through the self-opinionated view by Aylmer who regards Georgiana’s birthmark as a sign of imperfection. Thus, Aylmer cannot accept it and wants to remove it in order to create a perfect/beautiful woman. According to Aylmer, ideally, his wife must remove her birthmark to release her flaw. It seems that Aylmer sympathizes and cares for Georgiana’s beauty, but actually, there lies a mission behind it. After Aylmer gets married to Georgiana, he sees the birthmark upon his wife’s cheek. He directly comments that her birthmark symbolizes her imperfection and should be removed soon. It can be seen in the following quotation:



Such a union accordingly took place, and was attended with truly remarkable consequences and deeply impressive moral. One day, very soon after their marriage, Aylmer sat gazing at his wife with a trouble in his countenance that grew stronger until he spoke; “Georgiana,” said he, “has it never occurred to you that the mark upon your cheek might be removed”, “to tell you the truth it has been so often called a charm that I was simple enough to imagine it might be so”, he continued, “dearest Georgiana, you come so nearly perfect from the hand of Nature that this slightest possible defect, which we hesitate whether to term a defect or beauty, shocks me, as being the visible mark of earthly imperfection (Birthmark, p. 15).



This passage implicitly informs the reader that Georgiana is physical seen as an imperfect wife by her husband due to her birthmark. Aylmer seems unsatisfied towards it, so much so that he is obsessed about removing Georgiana’s birthmark through his experiment in the laboratory. The narrator shows us perhaps Aylmer’s job as a scientist has shaped him as ambitious to put his wife through an experiment in the laboratory. Hawthorne asserts Aylmer’s love for his wife could only become strong by “intertwining itself with love of science and uniting the strength of the latter to its own.” The narrator shows Aylmer “possessed this degree of faith in man’s ultimate control over nature”. Clearly, the higher intelect of Aylmer can permit him to conquer intelligence beyond the realm of possibility for a woman, while woman is unable to surpass the “self-opinionated man.” Georgiana herself is described as a simple woman and the victim of an “indistinct idea” of her husband. She is seen as a defective woman by Aylmer, although her birthmark has been with here from the say was born and despite that, she is a   completely perfect woman; her birthmark could be considered as evidence of her beauty, but it becomes the object of disgust by Aylmer. 

Aylmer shows his dissatisfaction towards her birthmark, because according to him this birthmark is a blemish, which seems entirely out of place. On an otherwise flawless Georgiana. Interestingly, Aylmer never feels Georgiana as a part of himself before their marriage, but after Georgiana becomes his wife, he sees a need to remove it. It indicates that Aylmer’s vision for Georgiana’s perfection is still vague, or is an “indistinct idea”. His mission is only concerned with perfection and with his love for science, but not the true perfection of Georgiana. Understanding his self-opinionated view of Georgiana’s birthmark is a sort of man’s maneuver on behalf of his own obsession, while Georgiana is made to believe that her birthmark is a symbol of woman’s imperfection. 

Over time, Aylmer’s obsession with her birthmark turns into a paranoia that he believes must be dealt with if he is to be happy with his wife. Aylmer chases and forces Georgiana by never considering her feelings in order to make her the object of his experiment. Georgiana herself is mentally and unceasingly oppressed by Aylmer’s obsession. For Georgiana, her husband’s treatment is outrageous oppression because her marriage is drastically changed into a frightening situation: love turns into hate, hope into frustration and good into evil. 

Aylmer is really distraught with that birthmark; he even cannot rest at all if he cannot remove it. He uses his intelligence in science to vanquish woman. He asserts that: 



He had made discoveries in the elements of the powers of Nature that had roused the admiration of all the learned societies in Europe. His scientific successes began while he was yet in his youth, and “I feel myself fully competent to render this clear cheek as faultless as its fellow; and then […] what will be my triumph, when I shall have corrected what Nature left imperfect, in her fairest work! (Birthmark,p 50).



The condition of Georgiana is clearly under pressure by the intellectual power of Aylmer. Aylmer exploits the powerlessness of Georgiana by showing off his experiences and records for subduing woman’s stance; “he had made some discoveries in the elements of the powers of nature that had roused the admiration of all the learned societies in Europe” (19). His capability in natural science is undoubted, and his expertise in conducting some experiments is acknowledged: “I feel myself fully competent to render this clear cheek as faultless as its fellow…and then that will be my triumph” (50). This is only a self-opinionated view in the interest of self-ambition. Georgiana then is made to believe and accept his claims that she is a flawed or imperfect woman. However, from the patriarchal point of view, it is clearly that Georgiana is intentionally created as an imperfect woman in the interest of patriarchal purpose. Her powerless nature has made her a victim of man’s self-opinionated stature. Kate Millet comments on the propaganda of Aylmer as “men often use terrorization (pressures) over women to keep their dominance and men are the lord of women” (12). As depicted in the characterization of Aylmer, he chases unceasingly for perfection of his love in the name of science. Meanwhile, Georgiana herself is described as being unable to extricate herself from Aylmer’s control, because she is never given a chance to protest. 



Georgiana, under over domination of Aylmer, however, cannot be said to be a fragile woman, but it is only her condition under compulsion of her husband that makes her unable to think/observe carefully the agenda behind Aylmer’s experiment. She has not enough time to observe the possible effect of that experiment. Nina Baym argues that Georgiana’s position is that of a woman who is “thought of as lesser than men” who is unable to overcome hardship and trials because she is considered weak (12). It makes her easier to be subdued by man, as can be seen in the following quotation:



As she read, reverenced Aylmer, and loved him more profoundly than ever heretofore, much as he had accomplished, she could not but observe that his most splendid success was almost invariably failure, if compared with the ideal at which it is aimed. She even recognizes “you have deep science! All the world bears witness of it. You have achieved great wonders” (Birthmark, 8). 



The above passage shows that the woman is made to believe man’s capability in science. Aylmer seems to succeed in convincing Georgiana that his expertise as a scientist is undoubted and Georgiana shows her great respect for Aylmer’s fame. Then she concurs to modify her birthmark which is “aimed loftily”, “done nobly”, “will not repent” (25) - implying the purity of Georgiana’s feelings. She is not only subdued, but reinforces a man’s image. Geoergiana is able to make her own decision after she is given the information. Her decision is the result of the coercion of patriarchal control. 

This scene often occurs in real life, where man creates the important illusion of women’s beauty and keeps them subvervient: Wollstonecraft explains



The sovereignty of beauty, they have to maintain men’s power, resign the natural rights, which the exercise of reason might have procured them, and chosen rather to be short-lived queens than labours to obtain the sober pleasures that arise from equality through experience should teach them that the men who pride themselves upon paying this arbitrary insolent respect to the sex, with the most scrupulous exactness, are most inclined to tyrannize over, and despise, the very weakness they cherish (97). 



She also says that “the differences in gender were used for millennia to divide, exploit and isolate women” (98). The biggest mistake in the relationship between men and women, is that the women are forced to be the ideal woman/wife, for example, to become perfect wife. Through this story, women are expected to be perfect women from the men’s perspective by changing her nature. The power of man has made woman unable to reject it. In short, it can be said that Georgiana’s world is clearly ruled and controlled by the power of man. 

However, Georgiana still envisions her life freely without determination and domination of her husband. The narrator shows Georgiana to be a free woman through her decision to sacrifice herself to Aylmer’s experiment, which brings her demise. This decision seems an unhappy one for her, but it can extricate her from the oppression of man. As cited by Stephens; 



The early feminist movement gave a bad name to the selfless notion of placing one’s partner’s happiness over one’s own. Perhaps due to the fact that many women were routinely giving and not quite so routinely receiving of this particular principle for so long, feminists started promoting the idea that to put another’s happiness before one’s own was to become a victim, and in some cases this may have been true (4).



Stephens’ idea can illuminate woman’s decision under patriarchal oppression. It is indeed difficult and a decision that is not happy for women, but the true freedom is found in allowing women to decide their own choice, and sacrificing still can be noted as a noble course of action, for example Georgiana’s decision to Aylmer’s experiment seems to be subjugation, but she knows how to use it. 

The narrator shows it through her ways which actively criticize Aylmer’s activities and what he will do in his experiment. It indicates that Georgiana’s decision to take part in Aylmer’s experiment is her decision. For example, 



Georgiana asks her husband about the risks of his experiment. She seems to realize that Aylmer never tells her what the risks of that experiment are on herself and her health. This is Aylmer’s big omission as a scientist, but Georgiana actually informs Aylmer about the dangers in changing her birthmark; “again, do we know that there is a possibility, on any terms, of unclasping the firm grief of this little hand which was laid upon me before I came into the world. Through this, Georgiana is actually in a process to prevent herself and protect her health, because she has suffered enough of Aylmer’s expectations. From the feminist point of view, her intiative can be applauded and respected. It is seen clearly that Georgiana asks her husband to proceed with the experiment: “It is resolved, then? Georgiana asked” (14).  



Then, before the experiment is done, Aylmer does not want Georgiana to follow him into the laboratory, but advises her to say in one room. Georgiana disobeys and enters Aylmer’s lab. 



 “Nay, Aylmer,” said Georgiana with the firmness of which she possessed no stinted endowment, “it is not you that have a right to complain. You mistrust your wife; you have concealed the anxiety with which you watch the development of this experiment. Think not so unworthily of me, my husband. Tell me all the risk we run, and fear not that I shall shrink…”



Aylmer seems angry at Georgiana’s behavior in not obeying his instructions. Georgiana only stands silently by not following him, but she is also does not back down. In this situation, Georgiana actually has won the battle, and she is eventually told the information she demanded for. Aylmer informs her that this experiment may result in her death. After obtaining this knowledge, Georgiana apparently understands Aylmer has a specific mission. She decides to proceed and will not regret her decision regardless of the outcome of this experiment. 

Georgiana also shows her dissatisfaction towards the result of Aylmer’s experiment. She complains to her husband, but Aylmer himself attempts to hide his failure; it can be seen in the following conversation:



And what is this?” asked Georgiana, pointing to a small crystal globe containing a gold-colored liquid. It is so beautiful to the eye that I could imagine it the elixir of life.” “Is it with this lotion that you intend to bathe my cheek?” asked Georgiana. (Birthmark, 22).



Georgiana in this situation actively asks the skill of Aylmer in removing her birthmark. She seems unsatisfied with the result of his experiment and she also demands his promise to create her to be a perfect woman by insinuating, “it is terrible to possess such power, or even to dream of possessing it.” Besides that, Georgiana cannot conceal her anger towards Aylmer, “is it with this lotion that you intend to bathe my cheek?” and “it has made me worship you more than ever” (25). It occurs when Georgiana finds out “sorcerer’s books” (25), she reads it and then she reflects the effect of Aylmer’s experiment on her birthmark. She bursts into tears within her anger and Aylmer says, “it is dangerous to read in a sorcerer’s books.” Meanwhile, Aylmer himself actually has failed in his experiment, but he does not dare to be honest about his failure. He tries to reassure Georgiana, “wait for this one success, and then worship me if you will. I shall deem myself hardly unworthy of it” (25). The attitudes of Georgiana who actively criticizes what Aylmer has done on her birthmark represents that her position cannot be said as “subordination woman”. 

Finally, Georgiana is given the heavy burden of Aylmer’s experiment. She is seen as sad: “She is so pale with the crimson hand, which at first had been strongly visible upon the marble paleness of Georgiana’s cheek, now grew more faintly outlined. Georgiana remains no less pale than ever; but the birthmark with every breath that came and went, lost somewhat of its former distinctness” (25). It shows how the effect of the failed experiment makes Georgiana really suffer. In a her exclamations, slowly, she cannot close her eyes and only beholds what Aylmer has prepared for that purpose. She asks Aylmer:



“Why did you hesitate to tell me this?” asked she. “Because, Georgiana,” said Aylmer, in a low voice, “there is danger.” “Danger? There is but one danger…that this horrible stigma be left upon my cheek!” cried Georgiana. “Remove it, remove it, whatever be the cost, or we shall both go mad!” (Birthmark, 27).



The above quotation clearly indicates that she is the victim of oppression by Aylmer in chasing his self-obsession. She says to her husband that “you have served me well” (29), even though, her husband’s face shows anxiety and is troubled. Georgiana declares: “My poor Aylmer,” “you have aimed loftily; you have done nobly. Do not repent that with so high and pure a feeling. Aylmer, dearest Aylmer, I am dying” (30). Her responses towards Aylmer’s failure seem that she is a kind woman. She never regrets at all her decision to participate in Aylmer’s experiment which leads to her demise despite knowing of the risks involved. She even says, “You have done nobly”, “do not repent” and “you have served me well”, these words are her own expression, indicating that she seems to have reached the true freedom in her life. By doing this, her death can be noted as a triumph for women. 

We can conclude that Hawthorne explores that Aylmer is only a self-important man with a character that deserves no admiration. He is only ambitious to meet his desires but fails. Georgiana, on the other hand, she is actually a smart, intelligent, loving and generous woman, but unfortunately, she becomes the object of a man’s wills. As described in the story she comes to a sad end,  and some readers interpret it is as proof of Hawthorne’s mysogyny. At the end of his story, Hawthorne declares, “Yet, Had Aylmer reached a profounder wisdom, he need not thus have flung away the happiness which would have woven his mortal life of the selfsame texture with the celestial. The momentary circumstance was too strong for him; he failed to look beyond the shadowy scope of time, and, living once for all in eternity, to find the perfect future in the present”, here, Hawthorne addresses the criticism of patriarchal treatment over women in the society of his time. Men use scientific power to subdue women, to serve their own purposes. It is only an abusive tactic to serve their desires and ambitions.



Rappacini’s Daughter (1844)

The patriarchal oppression in this story appears through the power of men over women. Beatrice Cenci is oppressed by the power of Rappacini who controls her life, especially when she has a relationship with Giovanni. His misdeed has made Beatrice unable to get the freedom to be an independent woman. Then he sacrifices Beatrice by employing her in a poisonous garden to protect her from the evils of men. She is also oppressed by Giovanni who is interested in her physical beauty. Beatrice, who falls in love with Giovanni is quickly disappointed as Giovanni is not serious in his relationship with her. His is only a physical attraction to her beauty.

Hawthorne describes Beatrice who is an obedient, very compassionate and energetic woman but her time is only spent to fulfill her father’s jobs. She must handle her father’s garden as if they were her own children, maintaining and defending it. And then, something changes in Beatrice’s character after her meeting with Giovanni. Giovanni is very interested in Beatrice at first sight from the balcony of her father’s poisonous garden. Beatrice also has the same feelings for Giovanni while Rappacini constantly monitors the progress of his daugther’s relationship with Giovanni. Here, the question is posed as to what Giovanni actually wants from Beatrice; physical beauty or soulful level, because professor Baglioni has informed and warned that Beatrice and her father are dangerous, and he is well aware of this. Giovanni chases his love and begins a relationship with her. Through this relationship, Beatrice who has been infected with the disease herself, although not intentionally, has poisoned Giovanni. With Giovanni, infected by Beatrice’s disease, there is later a confrontation between them. Beatrice is first to provide an antidote but the potion does not work. Here, we ask whether Beatrice, arguably the tragic hero,is able to separate herself from her father's jealousy and seek the right to be protected from the evils of men.



It becomes very interesting realize that Beatrice is a tragic hero who through her ways liberatee herself from the domination of men. She sacrifies herself due to the private wishes of her father and Giovanni, the latter seeking only her physical beauty. She is in turn to be dominant character. It very rarely appears in Hawthorne’s works that the quality of the female character is more dominant in determining her destiny. Millington in “The Meanings of Hawthorne’s women” says, “Hawthorne uses his admirable female characters to represent an adequate complex and comparatively free relation to life. Such relations would, of course, include a healthy sexuality (sexuality understood by Hawthorne, as a particularly complex emotional terrain and a key target of a culture’s ordering schemes). But the key issue for Hawthorne, and the heroic possibility at once are evoked and mourned or yearned for through the bleak careers of his heroic women. Millington also suggests that Hawthorne intentionally creates Beatrice as a female character with distinct male qualities to show that women can think, more powerfully ethical and be heroic with their male counterparts. Then we can see Beatrice as described by Hawthorne as  a tragic heroic figure, but not martyr. 

Revealing Beatrice as a martyr needs substantial evidence because she is at the end of story able to reverse her situation into a hero as can be seen from the following quotation;



 “I would fain have been loved, not feared,” murmured Beatrice, sinking down upon the ground. “But now it matters not; I am going farther, where the evil, which thou hast striven to mingle with my being, will pass away like a dream – like the fragrance of these poisonous flowers, which will no longer taint my breath among the flowers of Eden. Farewell, Giovanni! Thy words of hatred are like lead within my heart – but they, too, will fall away as I ascend. Oh, was there, not from the first, more poison in thy nature than in mine?” (20).



This quotation implies Beatrice is a martyr. She has been the victim of male needs, that is those of her father (Rappacini) and Giovanni. She tells Rappacini that he never gives her a chance to access the real world, and it is her father’s  big mistake..Beatrice also shows her death is the result of Rappacini’s effort to keep her pure is futile. Beatrice also tells Giovanni when she will draw her last breath that Giovanni is only interested in her physical beauty, not her inner beauty. From her actions she shows that she can give both men a lesson and that her sacrifice only changes her fate for the better. 

By converting our focus from victim to hero, we ask why Beatrice sacrifices herself for Giovanni and whether death is meaningful or meaningless. Margaret Hallissy in “Hawthorne’s Venomous Beatrice”, said that  Giovanni is  only interested in the woman’s physical beauty and cares not for any inner, spiritual beauty. ,Hallissy further says Giovanni is the very opposite of Beatrice who tries to save Giovanni,  not only physically, but more than that, spiritually and morally. It is as described by Hallissy:



Venomous women in particular have long been the embodiment of fear for moral evil and physical destruction. Venomous women have been equated with sexual excess and are believed to threaten men both physically and morally. Beatrice explores the paradoxes and ambiguities, which surround female sexuality. Beatrice represents the homeopathic strand of this tradition, defined by Sir Thomas Browne, which makes her both a sexual seductress and a spiritual savior (234).



The word “venomous” refers to “sexual access” and thus a menace towards men “physically and morally. It explains why Giovanni is interested in Beatrice so quickly and why Rappacini protects Beatrice by poisoning her. Within the relationship between Giovanni and Beatrice, he is more interested to pursue the physical beauty instead of her inner beauty. The “sexual access” of Giovanni is very dominant and aggresive in satisfying his lust for her, but Beatrice understands better when she takes the prophylactic before Giovanni. The word “venomous” can be an indication of the vindictive nature of Beatrice in relation both men in her world: Giovanni and Rappacini. 

Rappacini is typical of a an who is not democratic but also too over protective; he is worried and doesn’t want her daughter to be used by men. To protect Beatrice from being exploited by the “evil” of men, he poisons her. Rappacini says:



What mean you, foolish girl? Dost thou deem it misery to be endowed with marvelous gifts, against which no power nor strength could avail an enemy? Misery, to be able to quell the mightiest with a breath? Misery, to be as terrible as thou art beautiful? Wouldst thou, then have preferred the condition of a weak woman, exposed to all evil, and capable of none? (20)



This quotation tells us that Beatrice does not understand her father's vision; he wants Beatrice to be a modern or an independent woman. Here, Beatrice’s father is stuck in the past, he has a vision for her future, but the most important thing behind all this is that Beatrice can proceed with her father work. For this reason it is very clear that Beatrice cannot live her life based on her own choice, because her father always secludes and monitors her. Perhaps, it maybe the main motive why Beatrice is quickly attracted with Giovanni as she  is not familiar yet with a man like Giovanni giving her attention. Beatrice still keeps her relationship, but does not let Giovanni know so much her feelings about their relationship, for she knows that her lover only looks at her physical beauty first. According to Nina Baym, a female character like Beatrice is able to attack men’s misdeeds like Giovanni and Rappacini and rewards men with nothing and punishes their domination. She explains:



Many of the stories we most value and most often teach compose a sustained analysis of and a powerful attack upon male behavior. Hawthorne stages encounters between men and women. In these encounters, male characters -their underlying anxiousness and aggression disguised as ambition or obsession - refuse the invitation to full, complex, and humane life offered by their female counterparts (22). 



This quotation implicitly conveys the denial to punish and surrender to male domination. This form is conducted by women to refuse the coward and sadistic man, and can be seen to be a more complex form in the novel. Now, the pyschological weakness and social phenomenom towards the stories that emerges is the symptom of culture. As created in Hawthorne’s female characters, women can be used to convey not only positive values but also exemplary of subversive alternatives such as Miriam, Zenobia and Hester. These characters implicitly refuse male domination and also encourage evading such poisonous things. 

Nina Baym states that Beatrice has been trying to make a change towards the existence of male characters, unfortunately, male characters cannot realize that due to culture. Beatrice becomes the tragic hero, and she really suffers because Rappacini never gives her the freedom and to do what she wants to from her world. Her death can be rewarded as a “positive value” which shows her existence under domination of men in her society, but she also wants readers to discern her soul instead of merely physical beauty. 

The characterization of Beatrice is very complex; firstly, she attempts to make love with a man who is enamoured with her beauty, not just physically, but also her inner beauty. She has also been trying to be loved and finds out although she is not sure if she can accept it, but Beatrice is willing to sacrifice herself for her lover. Secondly, she can also feel a sense of freedom albiet Rappacini always monitors her, but she can still think for herself as seen in the quotation below: 



“Are there such idle rumors?” asked Beatrice, with the music of a pleasant laugh. “Do people say that I am skilled in my father’s science of plants? What a jest is there! No; though I have grown up among these flowers, I know no more of them than their hues and perfume; and sometimes, methinks I would fain rid myself of even that small knowledge. There are many flowers here, and those not the least brilliant, that shock and offend me, when they meet my eye. But, pray, Signor, do not believe these stories about my science. Believe nothing of me save what you see with your own eyes” (P.47).



This quotation makes us think that Beatrice seems to learn from the enclosed environment with her father. In this environment, she has to think and learn about her father’s experiments with plans because as described in the story Beatrice is so concerned with such plants as if they were her children. In her mind, Beatrice wants to show to her public especially men that she has begun and is able to think for herself. It is supported by the inkling and the rumors around her that her life is judged by man, due to her relationship with her father but themen in her town never understand what she experiences, whether it is right or wrong. The researcher argues that Beatrice is trying to ensure that she is no more intelligent than him, because she wants to bring her love, meaning she wants to sacrifice her moral and hide her intelligence for the sake of love. 

By analyzing Beatrice’s character, what does she truly want in her life? We now can understand that she is actually searching for love, but her world makes her unable to realize that. Unfortunately, Rappacini has a plan for his daughter; he sacrifies Beatrice by poisoning her as a form of his love. By doing that, he can keep Beatrice special in his world and it will be his greatest accomplishment. The researcher does not think that Rappacini hopes Beatrice will take the antidote and she sacrificies herself for her lover. But Beatrice also wants to show her point to both men around her. First, for Rappacini, she wants him to understand that she can sacrifice herself to the man who falls in love with her as a symbol that she needs a change and releases herself from the domination of her father. She is also tired of Rappacini’s teachings which do not allow here to access the real world, because it has made her world alone, secluded and closed from what she wants to do. And second, for Giovanni, Beatrice wants him to see her not only physically but also her strengths, weaknesses, and inner beauty. Unfortunately, Giovanni fails to do this and lets her go her own way. His deeds can be considered as those of a coward, more concerned with his lust. Now, we can see that Beatrice as a tragic hero who has suffered from male domination in her world. Hawthorne puts her in a different light; she is willing to sacrifice herself in Rappacini’s experiment as a noble way to freeself her from the omination of men. In short, we can conclude that her death is more meaningful if both men (Rappacini and Giovanni) understood. Beatrice takes this way to bring women to a higher existence in society. 



Hawthorne’s Women and Radical Feminism

The concept of radical feminism a concept which stronger emphasizes the oppression over women due to patriarchy. It analyzes the authority and power that seems to presuppose a model of domination within patriarchal oppression. This study has set out to examine the concept of radical feminism is used to analyze Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short stories through the use of concepts like “death as a triumph”. These concepts are applied to reinforce or challenge the female characters under patriarchal oppression as practised in his tales. 

The representation of female characters as the docile, submissive, subjugation has been challenged and given a new perspective by Nathaniel Hawthorne as strong, capable and daring individuals in his tales. The result of this study reveal radical feminist’s key concepts are used to depict patriarchal oppression, especially authority and power. Nathaniel Hawthorne demonstrates his female characters such as Georgiana and Beatrice who are totally controlled and dominated by Aylmer’s power which forces her to remove her nature (Birthmark). Aylmer is a scientist whose “purposes are controlled by human morality”. His wife is created to be object in order to pursue his own perfection in science “by creating her as an ideal wife by removing her birthmark”. Similarly, Beatrice is oppressed by Rappacini (her father) in Rappacini’s Daughter. He employs her daugther without considering her feelings in his experiment, “The plants are described as his daugther, “purple gems clustering all over it [that] glowed in the air, and gleamed back again out of the depths of (a marble fountain).” Beatrice likes the plants, is a perfect specimen with an education and intellect that qualifies her to “fill a professor’s chair”. Both female characters become the object and victim of male obsession in science. They realize their condition under oppression of male. They need a change in their life. Their “death” is a self-decision, a protest against the patriarchal oppression over them. Georgiana decides to participate in her husband’s experiment in the laboratory as her protest to tell Aylmer that “she is a typical woman who wants to extricate herself from her husband’s control and determination”. As stated by Madsen (2000), “the idea that to put another’s happiness before one’s own was to become a victim, and in some cases this may have been true…but true freedom is found in allowing women to make the decision for them”. As Georgiana dies as the result of Aylmer’s failure in his experiment, it can be regarded as her own choice to be a woman free from Aylmer’s control and determination. Her death shows her oppression and existence under male dominance and can be noted as a  “positive value”. Through this, Beatrice wants to prompt readers to discern the independence and beauty in her soul. Rappacini, who tries to create Beatrice to be a modern woman extinguishes human nature because he never gives a chance for her to access the outside world and also unable to enjoy her world. Her own decision to sacrifice herself in her father’s experiment is her own reaction to teach Rappacini a lesson that she is typical woman who cannot live under domination of her father. So, the death of both women in Birthmark (1843) and Rappacini’s Daughter (1844) could be representations a triumph for them, because they believe that “death is better than life under domination of men.”

The findings too indicate that the above analysis can be an indicator of the women’s representation under a patriarchal society as practised in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s time, above all in the mid-18th century. On the whole, Nathaniel Hawthorne has resisted portraying his characters as weak, subordinate and submissive females in his writings. He has clearly developed his characters as daring individuals to resist patriarchal practices by conducting “death as a triumph”. By doing so, Nathaniel Hawthorne has criticized the iron bar of patriarchal practices in America that existed for years and some still say exists now. He has made readers reflect on the current social and cultural norms, and to challenge, renew and redefine practices which have become part and parcel of women’s lives. Patriarchal practices, that have long “shackled” women and subjugated them, have been brought to scrutiny by these stories. Nathaniel Hawthorne links the radical feminists’ idea of “freedom or liberation” into perspective and highlights the socially construed and constructed gender roles, and the biases that come with them in contrast to the contemporary women who seek independence. In short, Hawthorne through his tales supports the idea of radical feminists’ to challenge and liberate women’s oppression, domination and exploitation under patriarchy.



Conclusion

As has been analyzed before, the results of analysis was found that Hawthorne demonstrated his female characters were oppressed due to authority and power; as experienced by  Georgiana and Beatrice who are mentally oppressed by the abuse of authoriy of their husbands. Their husbands use their authority for keeping a social status and dominant position in domestic area and society. These female characters become victims of men power around their world. They are used as the objects to pursue men’s obsession in science. Georgiana forced to removed her birthmark by Aylmer which brings her demise. It is similar to Beatrice who forced to handle her father’s experiment which makes her unable to access her outside world. 

All in all, Hawthorne succeeds in reinforcing his women’s identity under patriarchal practices as shown in his short stories. He shows how his female characters who appear to be weak, passive and submissive are transformed into strong and daring individuals. This is proven through the “separatism”, “death” and “self-reliance” of his women in overcoming their oppressed situations under patriarchal practices. This can be seen in the characterizations of Georgiana and Beatrice. Hawthorne uses these instances to reinforce his women’s identity in resisting the patriarchal oppression in society. The radical feminist asserts “a true feminist would applaud their initiative”. 
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Abstract



Prose is one of the three literary kinds. Sub kinds of prose are history, description, biography, fiction, reflection, persuasion, censure and humor. The writer will take one sub-genre of prose only, which is fiction. Fiction is action, which primarily appeals to the imagination. This research aims to find the properties of the novel and the social life and comments described in the novel. The scope of the study is limited only a brief look and comments on the social life in “Adventure of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain”. Data analysis was conducted with the  qualitative analysis. The results showed that there was seven elements, which are the biography of the author, the list of his writings, the summary of the adventure of Tom Sawyer, the theme, the plot, the characters, the setting and points of view. In answered the second questions about two aspects consist of; a) human beings has good behaviour, he will do positive activities in the social life such as human beings are not descrimination of racial in their environment. They have a good nature, the nature of love, patience, wisdom, kindness, simplicity, the nature of protection and responsibility and than have the potency to belief in God, b) human beings has bad behaviour, he will not do the positive or good activities in the social life, because there were some the economic gaps in their environment which make them have identical the nature of greed, selfish, arrogance, stinginess and ambitions in their life. Meanwhile, the social life in our environment can make us become mature and care with other people. We have to be able give good services to each other and try to avoid bad behavior which may depress ourselves.   

Keywords : a brief look at, comments, social life, the adventure of Tom Sawyer, 
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Introduction

As an American variant of English culture developed in colonies, it was reflected in the partial Americanization of the English language. Americanism also arose from the combaining of words already in the english language.

It should be thought of as art. Literature in terms of individual works of total work of authors or works of such periods have in common. As has been pointed by Larick, Nancy (1971:554) ; “Literature is one of communicating the emotional, spritual, or intellectual concerns of mankind”. Literature is fictive or as it is popularly called “creative”.

Literature comes from a Latin word which means “letter” or “writing”. There are two concepts of literature ; the first, literature in general sense and the second, literature in specific sense.Literature in general sense is everything which has been written, such as timetables, advertisements, history, announcements, etc. Literature in specific sense is anything that belongs to an artistic form of writing. The artistic form of writing is a literary work that can suggest our emotion and thought. There are threen kinds of literature : poetry, drama and prose. Here the writer intends to describe prose, because it relates with her topic directly.

Prose is one of the three literary kinds. Sub kinds of prose are history, description, biography, fiction, reflection, persuasion, censure and humor. The writer will take one sub-genre of prose only, which is fiction. Fiction is action, which primarily appeals to the imagination. It is narative or descriptive. Novel is a work of fiction that is written in a literary form of prose, dealing with human manners and characters. It has five elements, namely ; theme, plot characters, setting and point of view. The witer in her paper has chosen the literary work, because by choosing this topic, the writer can relate directly to the novel that it can make the writer know further about human manners and their characteristics in the novel. The social condition of society and the author’s imagination. She wants to leran Mark Twain’s novel more deeply, especially “ The adventures of Tom Sawyer” and in this novel the writer limits her discussion to the social life.



Methodology 



The social life in a novel entitled “ The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain, published by the Penguin Group, New York. To collect the information and data for this research, the writer has used the following techniques ; Libarary research, to find and read books that have close relationship to the topic discussed and interview to discussing about the novels with the people who have read its novel.



Conceptual Theory

A. The American Literature and the writers

The first American literature was not really literature. It was not literature as we know in the form of poetry, essays or fiction but rather an interesting mixture of travel accounts and religious writing.

During the last half of the seventeenth century, the american literarture already arose nad there were poets and essayist, but there were no novelists. The absence of novelists caused the people to believe that fictions were imaginative writing of the writers, they were not true stories.

Since the eighteenth century, the American-born writers have bocome important. There are the names of the American writers during the national beginnings of literature, as follows :

According to David L, Stephenson and Albert S Cook (1971: 510Q), as follow :

1. Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) He was a brilliant writer, his most famous work is his “Autobiography”.

2. Washingtin Irving (1783-1859) Irving’s best know is the short story “ Rip Van Winkle”.

3. James Fenimore Cooper (1804-1864) “ The last Mohicans” is his novel.

4. Nataniel Hawthorne (1804-1864) His Short stories and novels still rank among the best that American has produce. “ The Scarlet letter” an “Dr. Heidegger’s Experiment” are his famous novels.

We have seen the American literature gradually develop. There were many talent writers that indicated the developing of American literature. According Webster (1986:1890), realism can be clarified, as follow :



“Realism is the story of practice in art and literature of fidelity to nature or to real life and accurate representation without idealization of the most typical view, detail, surroundings of the subject”.



In the beginning of the 20 th century, many people in the world thought of the great country, America the people and their life. In this period, the American people seemed to be prentending ; they looked like the materialistic and optimistic. Materialistic because they were eager for everything about materials and they bought many electronic things, thought that they did not have much money to buy them but pretended to be rich to make them proud in public. Optimistic because the American people thought that they lived in a great contry so they believed that they had the power to do good things in a good world and everything they did was the best thing.

There is some truth about the impression of many people in the world about America and their people, but America literature came to the reality instead of pretense. Some American writers emerged with their real things about the world, such as mark Twain, Crane and James. They are the best known realistic writers. They began to write their novels to critize the quality of the American society. In their novels, they try to write the reality, not fantasy and pretense. They write the real American society and the people in the 20 th centur as they no only write about suffering and pessimisms, but also about the poor. 

According to Muste (1972 :414), there are the names of some American realistic writers of the 20 th century :

1. Mark Twain (1835-1910)

His real name is Samuel L.Clemens. His to greatest works “ The Adventures of Tom Sawyers “ and “TheAdventures of Huckleberry Finn”.

2. Theodore Dreiser (1871-1945)

“His well-know novel is ‘An American Tragedy”.

3. Sinclair Lewis (1885-1951)

Hi famous novel and first great success is “Main Street”.

4. H.L.Mencken (1880-1956)

For twenty years his magazine, “The American Mercury” was read by everyone with intellectual pretensions.

5. F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896-1940)

Fitzgerald’s first novel is “This side of Paradise”. One of his best novels is “The Great Gatsby”.

6. Jhon Steinbeck (1902-1968)

He is the last realistic writer of American literature. Steinbeck is the best of social protest novelist of the 30s, the decade of the Great Depression. His most important work is “ The Grapes of Wrath”, which helped win the Nobel Proze, and another of his famous books is “The Pearl”.



B. The Definition of Social Life

In our society, we as human beings can not live alone without anybody else. We need people around us to help and complete our life, the concept of the social life. As has been pointed by “Sociology Dictionary” by Soekanto (1983:56), as follows : “The social life is related with the interpesonal behavior in their life or it is related with the social process”. This concept means the interpersonal behavoour influences the social life of human beings. If a human beings has a good behavior, he will do the positive activities in the social life. On the other hand, a human being who has a bad behavior will not do the positive or good activities in the social life. So, the social life is influenced by the interpersonal behavior. 



Finding



A. The nature of Human Beings

Human beings have specific characters which are not possessed by other creatures. God creates human beings as noble creatures different from others. The character of human beings that is brought by human beings that is brought by human beings since they were born. According to Webster (1986:1507), as follows :



“The nature of human beings is the fundamental character, disposition or temperament of a living beings usually innate and unchangeable”.



The nature of human beings influences their behavior in society. The nature and the behavior are related to one another, because what human beings do, depends on their nature, the nature of human beings good or bad .

1. The view and comments of the social life in the adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain

a. The Biography of the Author

Mark Twain (1835-1910)

Mark twain is America’s greatest humorist and one her greatest writers. He is best known for two novels of boyhood life on the Mississippi River in the mid-19th century. It inluded of Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer. These books define boyhood in terms of play, pleasure and youthfuil adventure, for Mark Twain, who grew up along the Mississippi, could not forget his childhood and it is play. But personal experience tells only part of the story; Twain’s creation of Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer was also based in his extensive apprenticeship and hard work as a writer. 







b. The Theme

In Mark Twain’s “ The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”, the writer described about children’s friendship. Tom’s family-aunt Polly, Marry and Sid do not alwys appreciate him and does not figure into his rich imaginative life. However, Tom’s friends-Joe Harper and Huck Finn in particular-look up to him precisely because he is so imaginative and adventures. The boys see each other as they want to be seen and together they create an exciting world of intrigue and adventure. The friendships between Tom and Huck especially is highlighted in the novel.

c. The Plot 

An imaginative and mischievous boy named Tom Sawyer lives with his aunt Polly and his halg-brother, Sid in the Mississippi river town of St. Petersburg, Missouri. After playing Hooky from school on Frideay and dirtying his clothes in a fight, Tom is made to whitewash the fence as punishment on Saturday. At first, Tom is disappointed by having to forfeit hi day off. However, he soon cleverly persuades his friends to trade him small treasures for privilege of doing his work. He trade him small treasures for privilege of doing his work. He trades these treasures for ticket given out in Sunday school for memorizing Bible verses and uses the tickets to claim a Bible as a prize. He loses much of his glory, however, when in response to a a question to show off his knoledge, he incorrecrly answers that the first two disciples were David and Goliath.

 Tom falls in love with Becky Thatcher, a new girl in town, and persuades her to get “engaged” to him. Their romance collapses when she learn that Tom has been enggaged before to a girl named Amy Lawrence. Shortly after being shunned by Becky, Tom accomapnies Huckleberry Finn, the son of the town drunk to the grave yard, they witness the murder of Young Dr. Robinson by the Native American “ half-bread” Injun Joe. Scared, Tom and Huck run away and swera a blood oath not to tell anyone what they have seen. Injun Joe blames his companion, Muff Potter, a hapless drunk. For the crime. Potter is wrongfully arrested and Tom’s anxiety and guilty begin to grow. 

Summer arrives, Tom and Huck go hunting for buried treasure in a haunted house. After venturing upstairs they hear a noise below. Peering through holes in the floor, they see Injun Joe enter the house disguised as a deaf and mute Spaniard. He and his companion, an unkempt man, plan to burry some stolen treasure of their own. From their hiding spot, Tom and Huck wriggle with delight box of gold themselves. When they see Tom and huck’s tools, they become suspicious that someone is sharing their hiding place and carry the gold off instead of rebuying it.

Huck begins to shadow Injun every night, watching for opportunity to nab the gold. Meanwhile, Tom goes on a picnic to Mc. Dougal’s cave with Becky and their classmates. That same night, Huck sees Injun Joe and his partner makingoff with a box. He follows and overhears their plans to attack the Widow Dauglas, a kind a resisdent of St. Petersburg. By running to fetch help, Huck Forestalls the violance and becomes an anonymous. 

d. The charcters

The following are the characters of the novel :

Tom Sawyer : The young protagonist of the novel. He is leaving with his aunt Petersburg, Missouri. He has a penchant for adventure and showing off.

e. Setting

The setting of Tom is very important in creating a sense of atmosphere. Tom lives in a village on the Illinois bank of The Mississipi, facing the state of Missouri. Particular location in the novel are :

1. The village of Sint Petersburg

2. The island where the boys play at pirates

3. The cave where Tom and Becky get lost.

f. Points of view

The novel’s narration  is third person, limited ominiscient with Tom Sawyer as the central consciousness. This means that the story told about Tom’s world and is particularly focused on him by narrator who is able to understand the motivations and feelings of some of the charcter. This point of view earns the reader’s amused admiration of an unlikely hero. Tom is a mischievous boy, an orphan who cares nothing foe school or church or any other polite social cinventions but instead spends most of his time pretending that he is a pirate or a robber, sneaking out his window at midnight to have secret adventures with his friends in places like cemeteries and entirely likely to have in his possession object like dead cats. Tom Sawyer’s character ia a realistic portrayal of a young boy who gets into trouble constantly and than trying the patience of the adults around him while making them smile.



B. The Aspect of the social life

The descriptions of the social life, that the writer found in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer novel are, as follows :



“ This new interest was a valued novelty in whistling, which he had just acquired from a Negro and he was suffering to practice it undisturbed. It consisted in a peculiar bird like turn, a sort of liquid warble, produce by touching the tongue to the roof of the mouth at short intervals in the midst of the music”. (It is said by Tom Sawyer) (page 10)



“He remembered that there was company at the pump. White, mullatto and Negro boys and girls were always there waiting their turns, resting trading playthings, quarelling, fighting, skylarking”. (it said that by Tom Sawyer) (Page 15)



“In Ben Roger’s hay-loft. He lets me, and so does his pap’s nigger man, uncle Jake. I tote water for uncle Jake whenever he wants me to, and any time I ask him he gives me a little something to eat if he can spare it. That’s a mighty good nigger, Tom. He likes m, becuz I don’t ever act as if I was above him. Sometimes I’ve set right down and eat with him. But you neednt’t tell that. A body’s got to do things when he’s awful hungry he wouldn’t want to do as a steady thing”. ( It is said that by Huck) (Page 174)



From the descriptions of the novel above, the writer concludes that Tom Sawyer and Huck were not the descrimination to the Nigger. They much learnt new something about a life and give new style into inspiration to someone. By the study of Ria Hilmiati Drajat said that “ a human being is the creature from Nabi Adam who has the potency to belief in God and who has the morality and responsibility to his own bahavior”.

She was so overcome by the splendor of his achievment that she took him into the closet and selected a choice apple, and delivered it to him, along with an improving lecture upon the added value and flavor a treat took to itself when it came without sin through virtuous effort”. (it is said by Aunt Polly) (Page 21)



“ Yom got out his chiefestJewel, abrass knob from the top of an andiron, and passed it around her so that she could see it, and said ‘please’ Becky, won’t you take it ?”. ( It is said that by Tom Sawyer) (Page 59).



“ But as I was saying, said that Aunt Polly, he warn’t bad, so to say – only mischevous. Only just giddy, and harum-scarum. You know. He warn’t any more responsible than a colt. He never meant any harm, and he was the best-hearted boy that ever was – and she began to cry”. (it is said that by Aunt Polly) ( Page 103)



From the descriptions of the novel above, the writer concludes that they have a good nature, the nature of love, patience, wisdom, kindness, simplicity, the nature of protection and responsibility besides that they can do the positive activities in this life. In the society, we have to appreciate what are doing to each other and to make safe and comfort the situation in their environment. By Soekanto stated that “the social life is relate with interpersonal behavior influences the social life of human beings. If a human beings has a good behavior, he will do the positive or good behavior, he will do the positive activities in the social life. On the other hand, a human being who has a bad behavior will not do the positive or good activities in the social life.        







Conclusions



After studying a few definitions of novel in Chapter II, the writer would like to draw her conclusions. She considers novel as the work of literature telling about the social life as the creation of an author. The writer had found many descriptions of the social life in the Adventures of Tom Sawyer novel, consisting of ;  a human beings has a good and bad behavior. The writer can describe one by one, as follows;

1) Human beings has good behavior, he will do the positive activities in the social life, such as the charcters in the novel are not discrimintaion of racial in their environment. They have good nature, the nature of love, patience, wisdom, kindness, simplicity the nature of protection and responsibility and than have the potency to belief in God.

2) Human beings has bad behaviour, he will not do the positive or good activities in the social life, because there are some the economic gaps in their environment which make them have identical the nature of greed, selfish, arrogance, stinginess and ambitions in their life.

3) The social life in our environment can make us become mature and care with other people. We have to be able give good services to each other and try to avoid bad behavior which may depress ourselves.   
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Abstract



Literature has close relationship with human’s life. It could not separate with society as the writer is member of society. It represents the life and life itself is social fact. Feminism theory has purpose to know the nature of inequality and focus on power, gender politics and sexuality. While generally feminist theory also concern to analyze women’s right, interest and issues. The themes usually explored in feminism such as oppression, patriarchy, discrimination, etc. One of that is libertarian radical feminism that related to patriarchy is characterised by power and propose detrimental for men to exhibit only masculine traits and women to exhibit only feminine traits. The aimed of this study are to know Rie’s life toward tradition with domination of man power and to find out libertarian radical feminism characteristics that possessed by Rie in the scent of sake novel. From the finding of the writer found about Rie’s life as the main character in The Scent of Sake novel, she occurs many oppression from patriarchy which domination of men and women become passive just take care to her husband, house and children. She must receive her parents decision to marring with man who didn’t love her, she is sacrifice herself to get heir from that man consider to business family. Then she still survive with the act of her husband and the last she knows that her husband has been cheat to geishas and has babies whereas she can’t has it too. Because of that, her libertarian radical feminism characteristics rise up. It also caused by her parents died and make her aware that she must take control in her family, she can’t depend her life to her husband that waste much money to geisha. She changes become independent and androgynious women by her education. However, Sake business and the other business that her family become more successful in Rie’s leadership. She really has soul of successor in Sake business.



Keywords : Libertarian radical feminism, The Scent of Sake novel.



Introduction

Literature has close relationship with human life. Literature could not separate with society as the writer is member of society. Literature represents the life and life itself is social fact. Thus, there is a close relationship among the writer, literature and her society. Her work may reflect the life of her surrounding and that may include the political situation and social condition.

There are three main branches of literature; they are prose divided into novel and short story, drama, and poetry. From those branches, literature can be investigated or understood by using literary criticism which explains what a work of literature means. It has important role for human life and the development of literature itself. It means that literary criticism is important in developing knowledge and understanding the values outside literary itself such religion, philosophy, moral and so on. For example Feminism category represented social movements, so movement should be appeared some solution and social contact between women and other reality. Description social feminism respect of women should to discourse reproduction to build by social reality.

Feminism theory has purpose to know the nature of inequality and focus on power, gender politics and sexuality. While generally feminist theory also concern to analyze women’s right, interest and issues. The themes usually explored in feminism such as oppression, patriarchy, discrimination, etc. One of that is libertarian radical feminism that related to patriarchy is characterised by power and propose detrimental for men to exhibit only masculine traits and women to exhibit only feminine traits. 

Based on explanation above, libertarian radical feminism reflected in Japanese culture which very strong with customary rules. In The Scent of Sake novel that tells the situation in Japanese society especially in condition of Sake business like their tradition in politics, economy, custom, wedding, etc around society that produce Sake, traditional drink from Japan. Japanese people in 17th century really concern to their tradition and dominant with men power however Rie as the main character try to break the rule. That’s the reason of writer investigates libertarian radical feminism in this study entitled An Analysis of Libertarian Radical Feminism on Rie’s Character in Joyce Lebra’s The Scent of Sake (2009).


Conceptual Theory 

A. Literature

Literature is human’s way to express feeling, mind and emotion, though not all of human can express it trough writing. According to Terry (2006), Literature is simply another way we can experience the world around us though our imagination is a mood stated literature as born of telling story of arranging world in pleasing pattern of expressing words in some special aspects of human experience. 

Where as all of works related to imagination of the capacity of invention. The primary aim of literature is to give pleasure and entertain those who attend to it. As Lerner (1952) said: “since the invention of language, men have taken pleasure in following and participating in the imaginary adventures and imaginary experiences of imaginary people.”

B. Feminism

Feminism is one of literary criticsm theory related to feminime that develop in social. The doctrine advocating the social and political rights of women is equal to those possessed by men: a movement to aquiver such right; in a male, the presence of feminine characteristic. There are five kinds of feminism, such as : liberal feminism, marxist and socialist feminism, cultural feminism, eco-feminism and radical feminism.

One of the feminism thoughts is radical feminism. Radical feminism can be divided in two parts, those are : libertarian radical feminism and cultural radical feminism. But in this study the writer focus on libertarian radical feminism.

While Tong (2009) stated that there is certain relation between someone’s sex and someone’s gender. Gender was separated to sex. The gender order is imagined in agrarian society and women’s role as wife and mother are guardian of cultural identity and stability in face of change. He made three main idea of libertarian radical feminism are :

a) Role and responsibility of reproduction are often used to bound the women developing as a human 

b) Erasing the human discrimination based on sex/gender system by actualizing women to be brave became masculine and feminine. 

c) Believing in androgynous concept as ideal concept which human has to develop the combination of masculine and feminine characters. 



Methodology

In this study, the writer used qualitative descriptive method analysis which is to analyze and to identify libertarian radical feminism in Joyce Lebra The Scent of Sake novel. Then the writer also find out more about how is Rie’s life toward the libertarian radical feminism and what the libertarian radical feminism characteristics is possessed by Rie in The Scent of Sake novel.

In this study the writer uses feminism theory in data analysis to identify how is life of Rie toward the libertarian radical feminism and what libertarian radical feminism characteristics is possessed by Rie in  The Scent of Sake novel. Whereas, there are some steps of writer do to collect the data, such as :

a. Read The Scent of Sake Novel by Joyce Lebra

b. Find out about the libertarian radical feminism theory

c. Identify how is Rie life by using the libertarian radical feminism theory that are in that novel

d. Find the characteristic of libertarian radical feminism is possessed by Rie in the novel.

e. Collect the data and analyze it

f. Make a conclusion.



Finding and Analysis

In this paper, the writer used the theory of libertarian radical feminist that focus on Rie as the main character on The Scent of Sake novel. According to Gayle Robin in Tong (2009), libertarian radical feminist said sex/ gender system is set of organization that used by society to transform biological sexuality into the humanity product. While Tong Millet (2009) stated that there is certain relation between someone’s sex and someone’s gender. Gender was separated to sex. The gender order is imagined in agrarian society and women’s role as wife and mother are guardian of cultural identity and stability in face of change. Therefore, patriarchal society uses certain fact about men and women psychology as basic to build identity and behavior of masculine and feminine with purposed to empowering men and weakling women. In this part, the writer described two answer of statement problems are (1) how is Rie’s life toward tradition with domination of men power and (2) what are libertarian radical feminism characteristics possessed by Rie in The Scent of Sake novel.

A. Finding

1. Rie’s Patriarchy Family

Patriarchy ideology were taught from family, besides educational and religious institution. So, the writer saw libertarian radical feminism seed in Rie because she is refuse to be girl in the box. According to Rosemarie (2010, p. 73) family is basic institution in shaping the patriarchy culture. While the patriarchy ideology kept well in traditional and modern society. As smallest part of patriarchy, family has big contribution of it. every member in family has role and act as social rule which submitted patriarchy. 

Rie is the only child in Omura’s family after her little brother died in some accident and because of that Rie guess that she must more responsibility and take more control to her family especially in Sake’s business. 

As she did so, she glanced through the misty screen of her breath at the door of the brewery and inhaled the pungent, mildewy smell of yeast, the smell that permeated every corner of the drafty old wooden house and brewery buildings. Women were never to enter the forbidden door that gaped darkly before her. As little girl, she had waited, terrified, for the news that Sake had soured. It never had. Now, that she was grown, she had her own secret opinion of what women could accompolish, she made it he duty to wash the barrels, a task she took on when she knew her father was not looking. As atonement. (p. 1)



Rie had interested to all about Sake business even when she was young, but she got limitation at that moment. The girl can get into wooden house because it can made their Sake soured. When she grew up, she made her important task and duty for her to join and showed her cares to Sake business. Eventhough she still got angry by her father. 



O-natsu bowed and left the room, glancing at Rie as she left. With a sharp intake of breath, Rie looked down at her clenched fists and avoided her mother's gaze for several minutes. Shame burned her cheeks as she thought of her husband with the geisha and child together, so soon after her own miscarriage! anger quickly suffesed shame. (p. 44)



There’s not any word can say from Rie’s mouth after heard that Jihei had baby with geisha. She feels shame, angry and feel debased dignity because she as children as noble families had been lose from Geisha. She feel betrayed and had Jihei. From that news Rie had to fight again to seduce man disgusting it to get the child, if not baby of that geisha will be the heir of this family. 



2. Libertarian Radical Feminism Characteristics of Rie in The Scent of Sake Novel 

After reading the novel and found about Rie’s life toward tradition with the domination of men, the writer connected it to three ideas of Tong Millet (2009) then rise up the characteristic of Rie related to libertarian radical feminism concept, such as : 

a. Educated Women

In Japan society women’s role didn’t hope around them. Tradition only focuses on domination of men. Patriarchy feels really strong in this novel especially in Sake business. Man as head of family is also head of Sake business. He has important role in family. However, women just allow take care home, child and her husband. They don’t have responsible to another aspect like in economy, politic and education.



“Good evening, Kin-san.” Rie bowed as she entered the room. “Ah, O-Josama.” Kin beamed. “The increase in our shipping to Edo has succeed.” (p. 27)



That’s different to Rie’s life, even she is women her parents allow her to study sempoa and she clever in that. In addition she is also smart and has good sensitivity as her father in Sake business, in fact he didn’t get permit in that case. It can be seen from she’s hobby to wash barrel of Sake with big size when she was child until she became woman. She can’t control Sake by herself to enter in house of Sake save because women will change the taste to be sour. That’s why she always wash barrel of Sake as important task and her duty to still play role in family business. 

b. surviving women



I know, Rie murmured softly, yet feeling a tightness in her chest as she thought of what it was coasting her. Sleep well, dear,” her mother said, bowing slightly as she left. So long as her parents understood, Rie would continue, would endure, until she became pregnant. She prayed it would happen soon, that she would be relieved of the unpleasant but pressing duty. In the meantime, she would continue to think of Saburo. (p. 28)



She called as surviving women because she can survive from complicated problems that she got as children in Sake’s family. She got oppression from her husband especially in sex, she feels like sacrifice things that her parents from their plan to her future that just consider to Sake business. Moreover, she can’t choose man that will be her husband, man that will life beside her, man who her love. 

c. An androgynous woman

Learn not get trapped anymore in patriarchal prison, Rie grow up to become an independent women, an androgyny. She refused to depend on men. Even she married. 



Rie looked around at her assembled family and bowed, trying her best to conceal her tears. All the family was present, though Kin, Kinnosuke, and Buntaro were also part of what she had worked all her life to achieve. White Tiger was now the largest sake empire in all the land. (p. 363)



As an androgyny, which combined the feminime and masculine character at the same time, Rie live in Japan economically and got high social status. An independence of men was the key from feminist mindset, especially libertarian radical feminism. By destroying the man domination among women, it meant that women were not meant be passive, such as men were not meant be active. The solution if women do not want to depend on man by developing combination of the best feminine and masculine character until reflected the unique from each women. That idea was what Millet called as androgyny. 

So, based on the libertarian radical feminism that the writer used, the character of Rie assumed that the Sake business was patriarchal and being a mother and marriage institution were forms of oppression from patriarchal society system.  Those things all women needed if they wanted to release themselves from the trap of men domination. Therefore women had to release themselves from depending on men.



B. Analysis 

Based on findings, Rie is victims of tradition with the domination of men. Women have passive role and men as an active one. Women just follow the patriarchy rules that are in society with men take control in all important aspect like economy and  politic. Rie didn’t get permission to take responsibility in her business family, even she must hide in her father’s office to listen what topic they discussed related to Sake business. She also hide to clean big barel, place to made Sake although her father didn’t want her did it. 

Meanwhile, she married to stranger man which chosen by her family that consider to experience of that man and also his family status. She felt so sad because of that, she must spend her life with man who she didn’t love. The arrogant and bored man, but she still accepted that because she felt she is the only children in her family and must follow it to family business name. 

Rie hopes with her sacrifice herself she can help her family business and make her father proud of her. But she totally wrong, her parents had chosen stupid husband to her that can’t work or thinking. Jihei just a man with old fashioned and thinking. He just can give pain to Rie even he cheat to geisha and make many babies. That’s the big oppression of Rie feels in her life, she can’t divorce to her husband because tradition. On the other side, she cannot received babies from geisha, she felt like trash because can’t give pure heir to her family. 

From big pressure is made of her husband, her movement of feminism rose up. Rie becomes different women that cannot receive that value in tradition again. She tried to take control in Sake business, she didn’t want to be passive again. She knows that Jihei can’t be a successor to her family business. The awareness woke Rie up and thought about her destiny. She knows she can’t hope to her husband that waste of money to meet geisha and her parents has been gone, so she decided to take family business under her control. 

Rie is educated woman, because at that time not all of Japan women allow to study sempoa included her, but she got that skill by watch her father and Kin used that in office. She also has big sensitivity in Sake business. She always get brilliant idea in Sake business and made White Tiger becomes more popular than in her father era. 

On the other hand, Rie also androgynious woman, she can destroy patriarchy prison and become independent moment which combined feminime and masculine character at the same time. Although she live in old tradition but she has open mindset as women and didn’t want to depend on men. She didn’t depend on her husband to take responsibility as head of family, she can handle it well. She took care of her step children, and also become successor in Sake business. Moreover, she success to develop family business become no 1 in Japan with her ideas. They has company of boat, Kura business, Seller miracle water and also made her family brand of Sake White Tiger become the most popular drink. 



Conclusion

From the findings, the writer found about Rie’s life as the main character in The Scent of Sake novel, she occurred many oppressions from patriarchy which domination of men and women become passive just took care to her husband, house and children. She must received her parents decision to married with man who didn’t love her, she was sacrifice herself to got heir from that man considered to business family. 

Then she still survived with the act of her husband and the last she knew that her husband has cheated to geishas and has babies whereas she cannot have it too. Because of that, her libertarian radical feminism characteristics rose up. It also caused by her parents died and make she awared that she must take control in her family, she can’t depend her life to her husband that waste much money to geisha. She changed become independent and androgynious women by her education. However, Sake business and the other business that her family become more successful in Rie’s leadership. She really has soul of successor in Sake business.
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Abstract



The research entitled is The Struggle of Scarlet O’hara to Find Pure Love in Margaret Mitchel Gone With The Wind (1936). The aim of the study is exploring  the most dominat of Scarlet O’hara needs appering Gone With The Wind (1936) and to know the struggles of Scarlet O’hara in finding her needs in Gone With The Wind (1936). This research applied qualitative method. In this research the writer will describe the collected-data. The writer explore the protagonist character in the novel and use the concept of Abraham Maslow’s five basic hierarchy of needs especially focused on the struggle for love, affection and belongingness also self actualization needs. Based on the analysis, the researcher finds that Scarlet O’hara struggles to love, affection, belongingness and self actualization because she needs a man to be love, family’s affection and get many friends. The finding research can be stated that the most dominant of Scarlet O’hara needs  appering   Gone With The Wind (1936) is the needs of love, affection, and belongingness to make her life full of joy and happiness.
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Introduction

Novel is one of literary works which deal with adventure and imaginary persons so as potrays of life. More over, the description of action and thought, the varieties of human life and character. In addition, John Peck and Martin Coyle (1986: 150) explained the novel present a documentary picture of life where the authors have  experienced what they had seen and what they had done, and then they brought them to the written things by own language that came from their thoughts. Reading and interpreting novel was give us with a sense of the complexity of life’s deepest mysteries of love, hate, death, conglicts between the individual and society or human’s struggles in life. That we know as the value of life which cannot be seperated from pyschological aspects in novel. 

One of the value of life that can be learn from novel  is human’s struggles in life especially struggles to reach the happiness in life. To struggles in life, human need motivation from inner then become a strenght to get what they wants in life. sometimes they need to struggles to get want they needs.  In this study the researcher wants to use novel tittled Gone With The Wind (1936)  by Margaret Mitchell as the object of the study, tells about a woman struggle, she tries to get what she needs struggly especially love needs. The best seller novel titled Gone With The Wind was published in 1936 and Margaret Mitchell was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for fiction a year later. The novel Gone With The Wind (1936)  is primarily regarded as a romantic story focusing on Scarlet O’hara as the main character. 

The researcher only focus in the need of love, affection and belongingness also self actualiztion because this novel theme is love. Despite the fact that love is one of the major human emotions. According to social psychologist Zick Rubin, love is characterized by three different things: attachment, caring and intimacy. Biological views of love tend to view the emotion as a human drive. While love is often seen as one of the basic human emotions such as anger or happiness some have suggested that love is instead a culural phenomenon that arises partly due to social pressures and expectations. 

In order to investigate and explore the main character needs, the reseacher will use Maslow’s theory. Maslow has set up five hierarchic theories of needs. All of his basic needs are instinctual, equivalent of instincts in animals. Humans start with a very weak disposition that is then fashioned fully as the person grows. If the environment is right, people will grow straight and beautiful, actualizing the potentials they have inherited. If the environment is not "right", they will not grow tall and straight and beautiful.  Beyond these needs, higher levels of needs exist. These include needs for understanding, esthetic appreciation and purely spiritual needs. In the levels of the five basic needs, the person does not feel the second need until the demands of the first have been satisfied or the third until the second has been satisfied, and so on. 

Hierarchic theory of needs which presented by Maslow is one of Psychological approach uses to interpret literary work. Psychological approach as a type of study which is applied to literary work implied that psychology could be used to interpret or evaluate literary work (Wellek and Warren, 1956: 212). Wellek and Warren (1956: 8) said that in the composition of literary work, sometimes there is one theory used by the novelist, and the theory is suitable to use to interpret the main character in Margareth Mitchell Gone With The Wind (1936). Dealing with the problems above which related to the main character, the researcher will analyze by using Abraham Maslow’s five basic hirarchy of needs especially focused on the struggle for love, affection and belongingness also self actualization needs.    



Methodology

This research applied qualitative method. In this research the writer will describe the collected-data. Data are selected by reading the novel, the researcher also collect some important data from the study of library and browsing internet. The object of the research is the charater’s behavior in Margareth Mitchell Gone With The Wind (1936)  through Maslow’s five basic’s hierarchy of needs especially love, affection and belongingness also self affection needs.

In this research, the writer uses instrinsic element which is the concepts of character and charaterization. Besides instrinsic element, the extrinsic element that used to analysis the charater is Maslow’s five hierachy of basic needs theory especially focused on the motivation for love, affection and belongingness also self actualization needs. First, the writer chooses the object that will be analyzed and then the researcher examine and identify the imagination and sensations which influences human behavior especially toward the charater’s behavior in the novel. After that, the compiled data will be analyzed by using descriptive analysis technique and it will be supported by related-references. At last, by finding the most dominant needs, the reseacrher will describe the struggles of main characther to get her needs in novel.



Discussion

In analyzing the character, the writer uses Maslow’s theory of motivation and personality which is based on the five basic needs. There are physiological need, safety need, love and belonging need, esteem need and self actualization need. In this case, needs of affection, love and belongingness and needs of self actualization are used to analyze the character. 

1. Needs of Love and Belongingness of Scarlet O’hara

The third stage of the hierarchy is the needs of love and belonging. The need for love which involves the need to give love as well as receive it. The need to belong is the need to belong with a particular group, family or society. If the needs are not statisfied, the person will feel lonely and keenly the absence of friends, mate and family. Moreover, the love or belongingness needs come into play after the physiological and security drives are satisfied. Maslow states that people seek to overcome feelings of loneliness and alienation. This involves both giving and receiving love, affection and the sense of belonging (Maslow, 1970: 129).

This is the example of  Needs of Love and Belongingness of Scarlet O’hara.  As a young woman, Scarlet O’hara wa not beautiful, but men seldom realized it when caught by her charm as Tarleton twins Stuart and Brent Tarlenton. Eventhough the twins has interest to her, Scarlet already has her dream prince charming named Ashley Wilkes. It can be learned as the dialogue between Scarlet and Stuart:



“… was going to be an engagement announced tomorrow night at the Wilkes ball.” “Oh. I know about that,” said Scarlett in disappointment. “That silly nephew of hers, Charlie Hamilton, and Honey Wilkes. Everybody’s known for years that they’d get married some time, even if he did seem kind of lukewarm about it.” “Do you think he’s silly?” questioned Brent. ...(Chapter I, P.6)”. 



From the dialogue above show that the love and belongings needs of Scarlet was unfulfilled. Scarlet’s feeling was disappointed becaused knew about engagement between Ashley and Melanie Hamilton was going to be an engagement announced tomorrow night at the Wilkes ball.



2. Needs of Affection of Scarlet O’hara

Need for affection is the need which motivates to make affective relation or emotional union with others, although with man or woman, in family or in the environments. The membership in a group often becomes dominant purposes, and they will be loneliness, exclusive, and weakness families, partners, and friends leave them. In this novel, the need which motivates to make affection relation is with her mother.  The need of affection from her family especially from her mother is very needed by ScarletO’hara.

This is the example of  Needs of Needs of Affection of Scarlet O’hara.   In this novel, the need which motivates to make affection relation is with her mother.  The need of affection from  her family especially from her mother is very needed by ScarletO’hara. When Scarlet feel sad and lonely, she need her mother to be with her. It can be seen as quotation below:



“...  But, in the depths of the first tragedy she had ever known, she wanted the very comfort of her mother’s presence. She always felt secure when Ellen was by her, for there was nothing so bad that Ellen could not better it, simply by being there(Chapter IV, P. 50)”



From quotation above, show affection and belonging needs of Scarlet means need of affection and belonging from her family especially her mother. With affection and belonging from her mother, Scarlet felt very comfort and secure. For Scarlet, her mother’s affection is very needed especially when she felt very sad and empty.



3. Needs of Self Actualization of Scarlet O’hara

Self actualization is as a person’s need to be and do that which the person was “born to do”. The person feels on edge, tense, lacking something in short, retless. This need is the desire to keep going to get self potention and to get something what she wants. This the example of  Needs of Self Actualization of Scarlet O’hara. When Scarlet go to the wilkes ball, her passion for selft actualization in the party rise as well as her plan to get Ashley’ attraction in the ball. This motivation can be seen as quoation below:



“Most of the young ladies were seated with partners on the long benches that faced the tables,but Scarlett, realizing that a girl has only two sides and only one man can sit on each of these sides, had elected to sit apart so she could gather about her as many men as possible.” (Chapter VI, P.83)



From quotation above, show about need of self actualization of Scarlet. She want get many men attention by elected to sit apart. Toward her motivation, Scarlet want to show her beauty to many people in the ball.



4. The Struggle of Scarlet O’hara to Find Pure Love 

Like other woman, Scarlet O’hara had desire of the need love, affection and belongingness to make her life full of joy and happiness.  She must struggle to find her pure love. In first time, she had passion and desire to marry the man that she think that she really love. Knowing the fact that her true love will marry other woman, Scarlet’s feeling was disappointed becaused knew about engagement between Ashley and Melanie Hamilton was going to be an engagement announced tomorrow night at the Wilkes ball. 



Scarlet rose her spirit and motivation to get her love. It means needs of love from Ashley. Scarlet struggle to find some way to let Ashley know that she loved him. In her deeply heart, Scarlet believe that when Ashley know how much she love him, Ashley won’t marry with Melanie. Scarlet giving her love as well as receiving love from Ashley. Her love to Ashley is passionate love which characterized by intense emotions, sexual attraction, anxiety and affection. 

When Scarlet felt lonelines and empty, she needs affection from her family especially her mother. Scarlet need of her mother affection especially when she look for comfort and peace. After she get peacefully from her mother, Scarlet seems get new spirit and rise her motivation for get her need of love. Affection and belongingness from her family, rose Scarlet’s spirit and motivation to face her life without having her true love. 

Desparate with Ashley, Scarlet try to find a man who can fill her empty heart in order to fullfied her needs of love and belongingness. It showed when Scarlet married Charles, Frank and Rhet Butller. With Rhet butller, Scarlet felt different. She described as a woman who hated Rhet Butller, but in the reality, she had feeling to him. She hated him because he very rude to her. Scarlet felt so exciting to have Rhett Butler in love with her. 

When Scarlet decided to marry with Rhet Butller, she felt so fun and exciting. Her needs of love and belongingness was fullfield. Scarlet enjoy her marriage with Rhet Butller. Her life is not empty and loneliness eventhough she did not love him. Scarlet try to get her needs of belongingness. But, still Rhet Butller is her true love and maybe not her pure love. She still seeking her pure love in her life. Scarlet struggling to get her pure love eventhough she was married. Her passion about Ashley never gone.

After she had conflicts with Rhet Butller and when Rhet decided to go with her child. Scarlet felt empty and lonely. She needs of love and belongingness from family was unfulfield. She missed her family. Without her family, Scarlet felt lonely, empty and keenly. At last, Scarlet realized that Rhet Butller is her pure love not Ashley that she though. Rhet Butller and Bonnie who denied by Scarlet was the one she need and desire to had it. Her needs of love and belonging will statisfied if she life together with Rhet and Bonnie. For Scarlet, conflict affords an opportunity to help her get to know and understand herself and Rhet more deeply. 

Scarlet also had motivation to fill her needs of self actualization. She want get many men attention by elected to sit apart. Toward her motivation, Scarlet want to show her beauty to many people in the ball. Scarlet also does some activities to get self actualization by seeking self fulfillment. Scarlet doesn’t want just sit and watching other girl dancing and flirt. She want to dance and flirt and be admired. She was too young and she need to get men’s attraction.



Conclusion

Based on Abraham Maslow’s five basic hierarchy of needs especially focused on the struggle for love, affection and belongingness also self actualization needs in Margareth Mitchell Gone With The Wind (1936). The researcher has conclusion about the findings: The most dominat of  Scarlet O’hara needs appering  Gone With The Wind (1936) is the needs of love, affection and belongingness. 

Scarlet O’hara had desire of the need love, affection and belongingness to make her life full of joy and happiness. Scarlet rose her spirit and motivation to get her love. Scarlet giving her love as well as receiving love from Ashley. Her love to Ashley is passionate love which characterized by intense emotions, sexual attraction, anxiety and affection. Scarlet also  needs affection from her family especially her mother. Affection and belongingness from her family, rose Scarlet’s spirit and motivation to face her life without having her true love. After she had conflicts with Rhet Butller and when Rhet decided to go with her child. Scarlet felt empty and lonely. For Scarlet, conflict affords an opportunity to help her get to know and understand herself and Rhet more deeply. Her needs of love and belonging will statisfied if she life together with Rhet and Bonnie. Scarlet also had motivation to fill her needs of self actualization. Toward her motivation, Scarlet want to show her beauty to many people.
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Abstract



This paper analyzed the positive and negative statements of Oprah Winfrey’s Status on Twitter. Status is the tweet of the Twitter users in order to communicate or broadcast what they are doing; their feelings, happiness, sorrow, and many other events that they feel can spread rapidly by using Twitter. Oprah Winfrey is an American media proprietor, talk show host, actress, producer, and philanthropist. Oprah’s status on twitter got positive response by her followers. Along she is a queen in talk show, she already develop good communication style and loss the obstacle between herself and audience. Winfrey often make status on her twitter to show her image. Beside make status about motivation, from her status on twitter, Oprah Winfrey also sometime publish her real life in her status on twitter. This thing be proved with some her status which is analyzed in this research. Oprah’s tweets also often contain about success tips and as motivation sentence. Based on the result of the research and it can be concluded that Oprah’s status on twitter more dominant positive than the negative one it is Because of her life is inspiring many people and Oprah Winfrey is famous celebrity and good or kind-hearted person public figure.
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Introduction

As a part of linguistic field, the language meaning is concerned with how meaning is inferred from words and concepts. This research is focused on the semantic scope. Semantic is the study of the meaning of linguistic expressions according to Thomason (2012, p.30). In linguistic, semantic is the subfield that is devoted to the study of meaning, as inherent at the levels of words, phrases, sentences, and larger units of discourse (termed texts, or narratives).

According to Wisniewski (2007, p.54), semantics is a branch of linguistic dealing with the meaning of words, pharases and sentence, however, contrary to pragmatics it does not analyze the intended speaker meaning, or what words denote on a given occasion, but the objective, conventional meaning. Additionally, it is concerned with the conceptual meaning and not the associative meaning.

The use of twitter as a social media through internet, has become an interest by the researcher, because people update their status with special messages and motivations to another people. The research object that interest the researcher is the English status in the Twitter account of Oprah Winfrey. She is a famous celebrity and gives inspire, motivation, donation, and so on to many people. The words and sentences in status or tweets updated by her contain good messages and meanings. About 24,2 million people have followed her page. In this research, there are 30 statuses which will be analyzed along 1 mounth in the beginning of June 2014. Responding to the status, the role of audience, listeners, or readers cannot be neglected. Audience or listeners or readers may have positive or negative response towards the status in forms of statements. People may like the status or even dislike it. Therefore , “An Analysis of positive and Negative Statements of Oprah Winfrey’s Status on Twitter” becomes the tittle of this research.



Conceptual Theory

A. Positive Statements

As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter above, positive statements are statements with its positive meaning and preference in it responded by the readers of the status of Oprah Winfrey on Twitter. In other words, positive statements mean positive responses from readers towards the status of Oprah Winfrey on Twitter.

The statements reflect positive aspect of an area. It means to agree with something. Yuant (2006, p.86) said, “We’ve defined “positive” to mean “that which agrees with my position”. For example: “I agree with you” or “I have the same idea with you” or I absolutely support your opinion and so on”. From the example, known that positive statement is where we support with a statement.  And Yuant (2006, p.86) adds, “Positive statements should be objective statements which are acceptable by those having the attitude, and just as unacceptable to those not having it. It means that a statement which will be accepted if having that but if not having it not will be accepted, for example: “I have good plan today”.

According to Riley (2012, p.58), possitive statements are objective statements that can be tested, amanded or rejected by refrering to the available evidence. Mikha (2013, p.152) a sentence which is marked with nothing rejected word like not, do not and so on and be marked with aspect word like word; already, will, while.

It can be concluded that positive statement is a sentence which express agreement and nothing rejected toward a statement and also can be said the statements with its positive meaning. It usually be marked with word like “agree, support, absolutely, good idea, etc”.

B. Negative Statements

Negative statements (as it has been mentioned in the previous chapter) are statements with its negative and dislike in it responded by the readers of the status Oprah Winfrey on Twitter. In other words, negative statements mean negative responses from readers towards the status of Oprah Winfrey on Twitter. According to Bidadari (2012, p.68), negative statement is the sentence which it’s content explain something is negative. This sentence usually marked with word “disagree, no, do not or not yet”. For example: “ Nia disagree with her brother’s opinion”. In other hand, Indah (2014, p.78) said, “ A negative sentence is a sentence stating that something is incorrect or is not true. In this case, a negative adverb has to be included in order to cancel or negate the validity of the sentence.

Negative statements are the statements with its negative meaning and dislike toward a statement and also can be said the sentence which reject or not support toward a statement. It usually is marked with word like “not, do not, not yet and so on”.

	It can be concluded that negative statements are the statements with its negative meaning and dislike toward a statement and also can be said the sentence which reject or not support toward a statement. It usually is marked with word like “not, do not, not yet and so on”.

C. Meaning

Meaning is one of discussion in semantics which is according to Oxford Dictionary is thing or idea that a word, sentence, etc represents. According to Paul H.Portner (2004, p.248) meaning is fundamentals of formal Semantics is a concise introduction to the field of semantics as it is actually practiced. Threre are three levels of meaning:

1. Expression meaning

2. Utterance meaning

3. Communicative meaning 

To look for the meaning in Oprah’s status on twitter can use implicit and explicit method. According to Sean (2009, p.119) stated that implicit meaning is universal meaning which is hidden by language. This meaning concept character connotative (simile) as representation from emotive language. Explicit meaning refer on information, while implicit meaning refer on emotion. For example: Could you take that salt?. Based on some theories above, theory which will be used in this research that is implicate and explicate by Sean (2009, p.119).

D. Status

Status is the tweet of the Twitter users in order to communicate or broadcast what they are doing, their feelings, happiness, sorrow, and many other events that they feel can spread rapidly by using Twitter. “Status” update which is known as tweets Sutorius (2013, p.244) is a user’s posts arranged in chronological order with the latest additional appearing at the top of the profile. There are many reasons why people write or update their status or tweet which depends on who the users are. People use twitter and update their status to benefit their constituents, fans and followers Hargittai and Litt (2011, p.132).

E. Oprah Winfrey

Oprah Winfrey is an American media proprietor, talk show host, actress, producer, and philanthropist. She was born in Kosciusko, Mississippi, United States, January , 1954. Her full name is Oprah Gail Winfrey. Her nationality is America. She ever school in East Literature Magnet School, Tennessee State University, Nicolet High School. 

She has made some books. Oprah was taught to read by her grandmother in Mississippi at just 3-years-old. Beginning with the Bible, Oprah's love of books and reading has been a prominent part of her entire life. With the introduction of Oprah's Book Club, Oprah has singlehandedly brought reading back into the American household. Some of Oprah's favorite books include: "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings" by Maya Angelou, "The Bluest Eye" by Toni Morrison, "Their Eyes Were Watching God" by Zora Neale-Hurston, "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" by Betty Smith, and "The Color Purple" by Alice Walker. 

F. Twitter

Twitter is free microblogging, or social messaging tool that let people stay connected to other through brief text message updates – up to 140 characters in length. Twitter is based on people answering the question what are you doing? People can post thoughts, observations and what is going on during the day in answer to that question. People’s Update can be posted on their Twitter profile page through SMS text messaging, the twitter web site, instant messaging, RRS, e-mail or through other social applications and sites, such as Facebook.

Nation (2014, p.77) defines Twitter as a miniature blog, social messaging, news reporting, and social media marketing. He added that it can be used by a family to keep in touch, or a company to coordinate business, or the media to keep people informed or a write to build up a fan base. Besides, it is an event coordinator, a business tool, a news reporting service and a marketing utility.

In October 2006, Biz Stone, Evan Williams, Dorsey, and other members of Odeo, formed Obvious Corporation and acquired Odeo, together with its assests including Odeo.com and Twitter.com from the investors and shareholders. Williams fired glass, who was silent about his part on Twitter’s startup until 2011. Twitter spun off into own company in April 2007.



Methodology

The approach of this study is qualitative method that deals with the non numerical linguistics unit un the forms of words, phrase, clause, or sentences according to Creswell (2003, p.184), by means of which this research paper attempts to identify and focus on Oprah Winfrey tweets and interpret the positive and negative statements founds in the Oprah Winfrey’s Twitter.

The source of this paper is tweets. Tweets is a social networking feature on Twitter that can be used to post people’s feeling so the followers of Twitter can see the posts. The focus of analysis is the tweets from Oprah Winfrey on Twitter.

There are some ways to find the meaning of positive or negative statement. They are: 1) Look for positive and negative statement 2) Explain the meaning of positive and negative using implicit and explicit theory 3) Find statement which dominant 4) Response from the reader about that status.



Finding

Along one mounth, there are thirty oprah's status which was taken on this research. But which was analyzed in finding just ten status and twenty other status was put in appendix. There are seven positive statement of oprah’s status which was analyzed. Positive statement is a sentence which express agreement and nothing rejected toward a statement and also can be said the statements with its positive meaning. It usually be marked with word like “agree, support, absolutely, good idea, etc. There are three negative statement of oprah’s status which was analyzed. Negative statement is reverse from positive statement, that is a sentence which express disagreement and there is rejected toward a statement and also can be said the statements with its negative meaning. It usually be marked with word like “dislike, disagree, not sure, it’s bad, and sometimes said a bad word.

Based on analyze of Oprah’s status above, can be concluded that Oprah’s status many which positive, positive statement and positive response by reader. It proof by so little rejected and got bad word. There are seven status that positive and three status that negative. Oprah got many positive response, nice word, and sometimes she also got a praise by follower. 



Analysis

Oprah’s status on twitter get positive response by her followers. Actually if seen from sentence which she wrote, nothing special and seen standard. Oprah comprehend about influence of herself toward people and know how way to form her image as media of powerful organize. Along she as queen in talk show, she already develop good communication style and loss the obstacle between herself and audience. She not put us in place to be judge and she listen with open thought. Winfrey use that her ability to relate it as gift and people easily fall down to her spell. Besides that, Winfrey also smart to show her image. Winfrey often make status on her twitter to show her image. Beside make status about motivation, from her status on twitter, Oprah Winfrey also sometime publish her real life in her status on twitter. This thing be proved with some her status which is analyzed in this research. Oprah’s tweets also often contain about success tips and as motivation sentence.

Based on the result of research and analysis in this research, Oprah’s status on twitter more dominant positive statement than the negative statement. According to Riley (2012, p.58) said, “ Positive statements are objective statements that can be tested, amanded or rejected by refrering to the available evidence. With other word a sentence which is marked with nothing rejected word like not, do not and so on and be marked with aspect word like word; already, will, while”. This thing already fittingly occur because Oprah Winfrey is famous celebrity and good or kind-hearted person public figure. There are comment about Oprah, her best friend Endrico said “ Don’t know more except from event who her was brought, but one thing which interest that even who her was brought it interest all class including problem which there in our society which term “ Can be world salt”. A famous presenter Theresia said “ Her struggle spirit in life , rely on god to always move on although the past she ever experience about sexual coarse. A politicians Bregitta said “ move from buried, I ever hear if she was experience sexual act of despising from her father. Today she be blessing for many people (from her event) hm..4 thumb for her”. Certainly her status on twitter is positive sentence which can give motivation for her followers.

From Oprah’s status which is analyzed there are some status which  is judged as negative statement. According to Putri (2014, p.85) stated, “A negative sentence (or statement) states that something is not true or incorrect” with other word write a negative sentence, if not careful, can lead to different meanings of the message to be conveyed its author. Logic sentences in the negative form is often more difficult to catch the reader. Support theories about positive and negative sentence which is used in this research so help the researcher in analyze the result this research.

	Based on the result of observation from ten status of oprah Winfrey that observed on twitter, there are five status that include and mean explicit words. They are as follow:

1. “Hi Supersoulers unable to tweet with you today. Thanks all for your beautiful words of support for our beloved”.

2. “@WUncleRUSH thanks for your wisdom”

3. “Being still at least once a day centers me. How about you Super soulers?”

4. “I’m so aproud of my partners @Starbucks look at what they’re doing now!”

5. “Success IS happines... wow what a paradigm shift. Thanks” 



However, there are five status that have implicit meanings. They are:

1. “Do what you have to do, until you can do what you really want to do has always been my creed”.

2. “It takes courage to believe that the best is yet to come”.

3. “You are not your thoughts. You are the observer of the thoughts. One of the most powerful lessons i ever got.”

4. “Miracles are all aroud, can you see and feel them daily?”

5. “When did you stop seeing me” such a powerful question”.



The meaning of status are explicit words because the meaning of the sentences on the status can be understood directly. In these sentences there are not implicit words. The sentences of the status can be categorized as explicit sentence, because the meaning of sentence is clear 

The sentences of that status have meaning as implicit meaning because the meaning of the sentences is still must be analyzed by the reader or the followers who have self interpretation indirectly.



Conclusion 

Based on the result of the research and it can be concluded that Oprah’s status on twitter more dominant positive than the negative one it is. Because of her life is inspiring many people. Oprah is who famous with her philanthropist some foundations already is well mannered for hospital and research institute Aids sufferer, some school, dependence sufferer, deforming sufferer and many more again. Background her life which poor, often evil and discriminative tease her heart to try help others make she is famous as a donor, her event on TV always with humanity judgement morality and education. Oprah also is famous as a talk show host. The Oprah Winfrey show talk show which the highest rating with nation scale which ever there in TV history in America.

Oprah’s status on twitter raise many responses by follower. That response consist of positive response and also negative response. Bunt, must followers give positive response toward Oprah’s status. It show that most followers like Oprah personally and also her statement which inspire many people.
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AN ANALYSIS OF OUTER CODE SWITCHING AND CODE MIXING IN INDONESIA LAWYERS CLUB
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ABSTRACT



Outer code switching and code mixing commonly exist in conversation especially in bilingual or multilingial community. The higer speakers’ ability in bilingual or multilingual, the more code switching and code mixing occure. Indonesia Lawyers Club(ILC) is one example academic people and profesionals within community frequently use code switching and code mixing as speakers in that dialog program on television. The relation between speakers in ILC and outer code switching and code mixing attracted the writer’s attention to do this study as in the objective study stated: (1) To find out what are the types of Outer Code Switching and Code Mixing in ILC.(2)To explain in what context the people in Indonesia Lawyers Club do their Code Switching and Code Mixing. The design of this study is content analysis. It describes the analysis base on what the writer found inthe study object ILC.The result of this study are: (1) The types of outer code switching and code mixing used in ILC are: seventeen Inter-sentential switching, five emblematic switching, three hundreed and thiry nine Intra-sentential switching, fifty three Intra lexical, and seven Involving change pronounciation. So, there is no doubt that Intra-sentential becomes the most dominant and Emblematic Switching is not dominant. (2) The contextual reason found in Indonesia Lawyers Club are: Expressing Identity with three hundreed occurences, continue with eighty four Lexical Need, nineteen Repetition, twelve Quoting, five Interjection, and two Clarifying. So, the theory from Hoffman about code switching and code mixing and also his theory about Reason supported by Saville-Trioke are stick with the result of the study that people in ILC dominantly use code mixing that the mixing occurrences are within sentence and the reason why people in ILC do outer code switching and code mixing is to express group identity.



Keywords: Outer code switching and code mixing, Indonesia Lawyers Club.



Introduction



When a study of language in which the linguistic factors are related to the factors beyond  the language, such as language use that is done by its speakers in a certain speech community it refers to sociolinguistics. Sociolinguistics is the study that is concerned with the relationship between language and the context in which it is used. In other words, it studies the relationship between language and society. “It explains when people speak differently in different social contexts” Janet Holmes (2007). According to Fishman, for instance, socially, the language use involves who speaks, what language, to whom, when and where, Fishman (1972:224). A way of speaking refers to how language speaker uses in accordance with behavior of communication regulated in his speech community. This means that he has to apply “regulation” of using his language. When in a community people apply more than one language, then this fenomenonis called bilingualism or multilingualism. Wardaugh (1986:101) explains, the phenomenon of people having more than one code (language) is called bilingualism or multilingualism. 

Bilingual, as Spolsky (1998:45) defines,is “a person who has some functional ability in the second language.”Bilingual or multilingual has close relationship with code/language as explained by the experts above. When a speaker switches or inserts a language to other languages for any reasons, in linguistics it is called Code Switching or Code Mixing. Code in Linguistics means language.  According to Stockwell (2002:8-9), a code is a symbol of nationalism that is used by people to speak or communicate in a particular language, or dialect, or register, or accent, or style on different occasions and for different purposes. Similarly, Ronald Wardaugh (1986:101) also maintains that code can be defined as a system used for communication between two or more parties used on any occasions. When a speaker mixes one code to the others, it is called Code Mixing. Hoffman (1991:104) then, maintains that code mixing is the switches occurring within sentence. Holmes (1992) also explains that people who live in a bilingual community or even multilingual communities have a tencency to use two codes or more when they communicate with each other.

Indonesia Lawyers Club (ILC) is a television program on TV One, a kind of formal dialogue hosted by Karni Ilyas providing discussion of lawyers and some professions from different types of social class and commuity related to hot news broadcasted every Tuesday at 7.30 pm. The speakers should only use Bahasa Indonesi as their main language on thisformal situation considering the use of Bahasa Indonesia has been ruled by Indonesian Government through Regulation No. 24 of 2009 on the use of Bahasa Indonesia in public places and media, however Code Mixing and Code Switching were found many times and it was dominated by Outer Code Mixing and Code Switching, word insertions, and phrases from Indonesian to English.“Outer Code Mixing occurs if the speaker inserts the element of their own language into foreign language”Chaer and Agustina (2004:114). Most of the occurrences of Code Mixing in the dialogue were meant to stylize the speakers’ speech and to make themselves clear to the public.The speaker used Bahasa Indonesia in a sentence of their speech and continued the next sentence in English or they inserted words or phrases or both in the same sentence of their speech. In addition, the speakers switch or mix their language in one utterance to make the listeners understand the statement.It isconclusively they switch from a code to another code in building up sentences, Bahasa Indonesia to English or English to Bahasa Indonesia. That kind of switching and mixing phenomenon gets the writer’s attention. Besides, the writer is interested in understanding why the speakers in a TV Program, ILC mix and switch their language in the discussion. Hence, the writer entitled this study “An Analysis of Outer Code Switching and Code Mixing in Indonesia Lawyers Club”.







Conceptual Theory

A. Bilingualism 

Bilingualism is the ability of an individual speaker or a community of speakers to use two different languages. Contrast with Monolingualism, the ability to use only one language.To clarify the term bilingual or multilingualism, Wardaugh, (1986:101)“The phenomenon of people having more than one code (language) is called bilingualism or multilingualism”. Spolsky (1998:45) defines abilingual as “a person who has some functional ability in the second language”. According to Bloomfield (in Rahardi, 2001:13), “bilingualism is a situation where a speaker can use two languages as well”.

Related to speech community, Hamers and Blanc (1987 : 45) define bilingualism as “the state of a linguistic community in which two languages are in contact with the result that two codes can be used in the same interaction and that a number of individual share bilingual”. In this case, the bilinguals have are pertoire of domain-related rules of language choice (Spolsky, 1998:46) meaning that bilinguals are able to choose which language that he is going to use.

There are three reasons why someone becomes bilingual, namely membership, education, and administration (Hoffman, 1991:3). The example of membership reason is the use of French by all European aristocracy to signal the membership of the elite. The example of education and administration reason is the use of English by Indonesians, Scandinavians, Germans, and Dutches in discussing their technologies, academics, orbusiness. In many countries and communities, bilingualism is a normal requirement for daily communication and not a sign of any particular reason (Hoffman, 1991:3).

In other words, since the members of a bilingual community vary in the capacity of mastering the languages used in the community, they have to be able to set a condition where they can communicate effectively. This condition leads them to do code switchingand code mixing.



B. Code

In everyday interaction, people usually choose different codes in different situation. They may choose a particular code or variety because it makes them easier to discuss a particular topic, regardless where they are speaking. When talking about work or school at home, for instance, they may use the language that is related to those fields rather than the language used in daily language communication at home.

A code is a system that is used by people to communicate with each other. When people want to talk each other, they have to choose a particular code to express their feeling. According to Stockwell (2002:8-9), a code is “a symbol of nationalism that is used bypeople to speak or communicate in a particular language, or dialect, or register, or accent, or style on different occasions and for different purposes.” Similarly, Ronald Wardaugh (1986:101) also maintains that a code can be defined as “a system used for communication between two or more parties used on any occasions.” When two or more people communicate with each other in speech, we can call the system of communication that they employ a code. Therefore, people are usually required to select a particular code whenever they choose to speak, and they may also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes, sometimes in very short utterances and it means to create a code.

Meanwhile, Poedjosoedarmo in Rahardi (2001:21-22) states that code can be defined as aspeech system and the application of the language element which has specific characteristic in line with the speaker’s background, the relationship between the speaker and interlocutor and the situation. He also adds that code can be said not only as a language, but also as the varieties of a language including dialect, undha usuk, and style.

From those opinions of the code given by many linguists above, the writer can make conclusion that a code can be said as a language. The code is a form of the language variation that is used by a society to make communication with other people.

1. Code Switching and Code Mixing

At least, the phenomenon of bilingualism results in the occurence of codeswitching and code mixing (Wardaugh, 1986:101). It happens when a speaker requires aparticular code, in order to switch or mix one code to another and even create a new codein process (Wardaugh, 1986:101). Hoffman (1991:104) then, maintains that code mixing is the switches occuring within a sentence.The example is the mixing between Malay – English:



“This morning I hanter my baby tu dekat babysitter tu lah”

(This morning I took my baby to the babysitter.)

Stockwell (2002 : 137)



On the other hand, code switching is the changes over sentences (Hoffman, 1991:104). Code switching can occur during the same conversation. For example:



“People here get divorced too easily. Like exchanging faulty goods. In China it’snot the same. Jia gou sui gou, jia ji sui ji.”

(If you have married a dog, you follow a dog, if you’ve married a chicken, you follow a chicken.) Holmes (2001:38)



As can be observed from the example above, first, the speaker said English sentences, then he/she switched to Mandarin.

Hoffman (1991:113) explains that code switching can occur quite frequently in an informal conversation among people who are familiar and have a shared educational, ethnic, and socio-economic background. It is avoided in a formal speech situation among people especially to those who have little in common factors in terms of social status, language loyalty, and formality.

2. Types of Code Switching and Code Mixing

Saville-Troike (1986:64) classify code switching into two dimensions. There are two types of code switching based on the distinction which applies to the style shifting. The first type is situational code switching. Wardhaugh (1986:103) states that situational code switching occurs when the languages used change according to the situation in which the conversant find themselves: “they speak one language in one situation and another in a different one”. No topic change is involved.When a change topic requires a change in language used, we have metaphorical codeswitching. Saville-Troike (1986:62) define metaphorical code switching as a code switching occurring within a single situation but adding some meaning to such components. The example of situational code switching is that in some universities a ritual shift occurs at the end of a successful dissertation defense, when professors address the (former) student as Doctor and invite first names in return. While, the example of metaphorical code switching is when a German girl shifts from Du to Sie with a boy to indicate the relationship has cooled, or when a wife calls her husband Mr (Smith) to indicate her displeasure.

The second classification is based on the scope of switching or the nature of the juncture which language takes place (Saville-Troike, 1986:65). The basic distinction in this scope is usually between inter-sentential switching, or change which occurs between sentences or speech acts, and intrasentential switching, or change which occurs within a single sentence.

Code mixing is a mixing of two codes or languages, usually without a change of topic. Code mixing often occurs within one sentence, one element is spoken in language Aand the rest in language B. In addition, Nababan (1993:32) said that code mixing is found mainly in informal interactions. In formal situation, the speaker tends to mix it because there is no exact idiom in that language, so it is necessary to use words or idioms fromother language.

Hoffman (1991:112) shows many types of code switching and code mixing based on the juncture or the scope of switching where languages take place. Those are intra-sentential switching, inter-sentential switching, emblematic switching, intra-lexical code mixing, establishing continuity with the previous speaker, and involving a change of pronunciation. Each type will be describe bellow:

a) Types of Code Switching

1) Inter-sentential Switching

This kind of code switching occurs between clause or sentence boundary, where each clause or sentence is in one language or other, as when an adult Spanish-English bilingual says: 

“Tenia zapatos blancos, un poco, they were off-white, you know.” (Hoffman, 1991:112).

2) Emblematic Switching

In this kind of code switching, tags, exclamation and certain setphrases in onelanguage are inserted into an utterance otherwise in another, as when a Panjabi/English says: 

“It’s a nice day, hana?” (hai n? isn’t it). Another example is when an adult Spanish-American English says: “...Oh! Ay! It was embarrassing! It was very nice, though, but Iwas embarrassed!” (Hoffman, 1991:112).

3) Establishing continuity with the previous speaker

This kind of code switching occurs to continue the utterance of the previous speaker, as when one Indonesian speaker speaks in English and then the other speaker tries to respond in English also. Yet, that speaker can also switch again to bahasa Indonesia.

For instance:

Speaker1: I can’t get leave him ‘coz I love him somuch…

Speaker2: Correct! You got the point! Kata ‘banget’ itulah letak permasalahanmu sekarang ini.



b) Types of Code Mixing

1. Intra-sentential Switching/mixing

This kind of code mixing occurs within a phrase, a clause or a sentence boundary, as when a French-English bilingual says: “I started going like this. Y luego decla (and then he said), look at the smoke coming out my fingers.” Another example is from Wardaugh (1986:108) “Estaba training para pelar” : “He was training to fight.”

2. Intra-lexical code mixing

This kind of code mixing which occurs within a word boundary, such as in shoppã (English shop with the Panjabi plural ending) or kuenjoy (English enjoy with the Swahili prefix ku, meaning ‘to’).

3. Involving a change of pronunciation

This kind of code mixing occurs at the phonological level, as when Indonesian people say an English word, but modify it to Indonesian phonological structure. Forinstance, the word ‘strawberry’ is said to be ‘stroberi’ by Indonesian people.

Chaer and Agustina (2004:114) devides code mixing and code switching in two types, they are:

1. Inner Code Mixing 

Inner code mixing is mixing language from the original language with all its variation. Inner code mixing shown, if the speaker inserts the elements of his own language into national language, the elements of dialect into his own language, or elements of varieties and style into his dialect. Code mixing and the elements of a regional language show that the speaker has a regional language in tuff, or want to show his regional language characteristic. 

Example : “Nah ini dia yang saya demen”

This example uses Indonesian language, but the conversant insert a word, demen. Demen in this example means like. Based on Suwito in Chaer and Agustina (2004:114), this example is included into inner code mixing, because the elements of their own language into national language, three lements of dialect into their own language, or elements of varieties and style into their dialect.







2. Outer Code Mixing 

Outer code mixing is mixing code from foreign language. For example, the elements of Holland code switching inserted in Indonesian language. It shows that the speaker belonging to the old century, students and special man/woman. In doing code mixing with the English language can give the impression that the speaker is a modern, educated and has good relationship in society. Code mixing with the elements of Arabic impresses that the speaker is Islamic, obedient, or a devout person. 

Example: “Gaji dia orang di Factory yang lama lebih banyak dari disini!”

This example uses Bahasa Indonesia, but the conversant insert words, factory, which contitute as the vocabulary of English. Based on Suwito in Chaer and Agustina (2004:114), this example is include into outer codemixing because the conversant insert the elements of their own language into pieces of foreign language.

3. Reason of Code Switching and Code Mixing

When code switching or code mixing occurs, the motivation or reasons of the speaker is an important consideration in the process. Jendra (1991: 134-135), explains that every speech event probably happened because by some speech act will involve elements such as: speaker and another speaker, the language media used, and speech the purpose. According to Hoffman (1991:116), there are a number of reasons for bilingual or multilingual person to switch or mix their languages. Those are:

a. Talking about a particular topic

People sometimes prefer to talk about a particular topic in one language rather than in another. Sometimes, a speaker feels free and more comfortable to express his/her emotional feelings in a language that is not his/her everyday language.

The case can be found in Singapore, in which English language is used to discuss trade or a business matter, Mandarin for international “Chinese” language, Malay as the language of the region, and Tamil as the language of one of the important ethnic groups in the republic.



b. Quoting somebody else

A speaker switches code to quote a famous expression, proverb, or saying of somewell-known figures. The switch involves just the words that the speaker is claiming the quoted person said. The switch like a set of quotation marks. In Bahasa Indonesia, those well-known figures are mostly from some English-speaking countries. Then, because many of the Indonesian people nowadays are good in English, those famous expressions or sayings can be quoted intact in their original language. For example:

A: Bolehkah saya tahu nama anda, Pak? (May I know your name, Sir?)

B: What is a name.



In this conversation, B answers the question from A with the famous proverb “what is a name”.

c. Being emphatic about something (express solidarity)

As usual, when someone who is talking using a language that is not his native language suddenly wants to be emphatic about something, he either intentionally or unintentionally, will switch from his second language to his first language. Or, on theother hand, he switches from his second language to his first language because he feels more convenient to be emphatic in his second language rather that in his first language.

d. Interjection (inserting sentence fillers or sentence connectors)

Interjection is words or expressions, which are inserted into a sentence to convey surprise, strong emotion, or to gain attention. Interjection is a short exclamation like: Darn!, Hey!, Well!, Look!, etc. They have no grammatical value, but speaker uses them quite often, usually more in speaking than in writing.

Language switching and language mixing among bilingual or multilingual people can sometimes mark an interjection or sentence connector. It may happen unintentionally.The following are examples of the usage of interjection in sentences:

1. Indonesian_English

Dompetku ketinggalan di taksi! Shitt!

(My wallet was left in the taxi!)



2. Spanish_English (Gumperz, 1982:77)

Chicano professionals saying goodbye, and after having been introduced by athird speaker, talking briefly:

A : Well, I’m glad to meet you.

B : Andale pues (O.K.Swell). And do come again. Mm?

e. Repetition used for clarification

When a bilingual or multilingual person wants to clarify his speech so that it will be understood better by listener, he can sometimes use both of the languages (codes) that he masters to say the same message. Frequently, a message in one code is repeated in theother code literally. A repetition is not only served to clarify what is said, but also to amplify or emphasize a message.

For example:

English_Hindi (Gumperz, 1982:78)

Father calling his small son while walking through a train compartment, “Keep straight. Sidha jao” (keep straight).

f. Intention of clarifying the speech content for interlocutor

When bilingual or multilingual person talks to another bilingual/multilingual, there will be lots of code switching and code mixing occurs. It means to make the content of his speech runs smoothly and can be understood by the listener. A message in one code isrepeated in the other code in somewhat modified form.

g. Expressing group identity

Code switching and code mixing can also be used to express group identity.The way of communication of academic people in their disciplinary groupings, are obviously different from the other groups. In other words, the way of communication of one community is different from the people who are out of the community.

Saville-Troike (1986:69) also gives some additional reasons for bilingual and multilingual person to switch or mix their languages, these are:

1. To soften or strengthen request or command

For Indonesian people, mixing and switching Indonesian into English can also function as a request because English is not their native tongue, so it does not sound as direct as Indonesian. However, code mixing and codeswitching can also strengthen acommand since the speaker can feel more powerful than the listener because he can use a language that everybody can not.

2. Because of real lexical need

The most common reason for bilingual/multilingual person to switch or mix their languages is due to the lack of equivalent lexicon in the languages. When an English-Indonesian bilingual has a word that is lacking in English, he will find it easier to say it in Bahasa Indonesia. And vice versa, when he has a word that is lacking in Bahasa Indonesia, he will use the English term. If it put into Bahasa Indonesia, the meaning will be hazy/ vague, and sometimeit would not be used. For example, in Indonesia, the technical topics are firmly associated with English and the topic itself can trigger a switch or mix to/with English.

3. 	To exclude other people when a comment is intended for only a limited audience

Sometimes people want to communicate only to certain people or community they belong to. To avoid the other community or interference objected to their communication by people, they may try to exclude those people by using the language that no everybody knows.



C. [bookmark: _GoBack]Indonesia Lawyers Club

Indonesia Lawyers Club (ILC) is a television program on TV One, a kind of formal dialogue providing discussion of lawyers and some professions from different types of social class related to hot news broadcasted every Tuesday at 7.30 p.m for about 2-3 hours This program is hosted by Karni Ilyas who was born in September 25th 1952 at Bukit Tinggi, Sumatera Barat. 60-year-old Karni Ilyas is a journalist and a patriot of law in Indonesia. He is graduated from law faculty of Universitas Indonesia. He was active in several journalistic organizations. This Psresident of Jakarta Lawyer Club is also a General Head of ATVSI (Indonesian Private Television Association) and a member of National Police Commission. Indonesia Lawyers Club is a free-of-charged base of education beholders should watch. Many cases discussed such as corruption, head election, the members of House of Representatives’ case, Century Bank and much more. In addition, this talk show also serves open debates among the speakers. Along the discussion we may find many utterances or phrases used by speakers which are switched from Indonesian to English like in a discussion on January 7th 2014, “...pada waktu press release, kami tunjukkan foto-foto utuh mereka yang masih hidup itu. Itu adalah bukti bahwa ini sudah di-surveillance oleh anggota kita”. A phrase, “press release”used by the speaker in the first sentence means “jumpa pers”and word “Surveillance” means “dijaga/diawasi”in Indonesian. The speaker must have reason why he switched and mixed the codes as we know that it could use Bahasa Indonesia to build up the sentence. Considering the speaker speaks among a high-class community, outer code switching and code mixing tends to be used by the speaker for an acquirement although in another side, this sometimes makes difficulties for listeners not easily catch the meaning especially for those who are from lower level of education. 



Methodology

The research design of this study is descriptive qualitative method since it provides asystematic, factual, and accurate description of a situation of area (Issac and Michael, 1987:42).This research is also a qualitative one since all the data collection is in the form of words. The useof this method is appropriated with the purpose of the study that is explaining the types and reasons in Indonesia Lawyers Club. The research is conducted by using qualitative approach because the result of the data analyzed is in the descriptive phenomenon such as words, sentences and utterances. There is only one kind of data source in this research,  the utterances that are spoken by the people in Indonesia Lawyers Club on TV One. The comprehensive explanation about the methodology can be seen in Chapter III.



Finding 

Base on the findings, there are many outer Code Switching and Code Mixing occurred in Indonesia Lawyers Club (ILC) in edition of January 2014.Generally, the occurrance is more to Code Mixing rather than Code Switching. Specifically, the occurrence of outer code is dominantly in the same sentence rather than two different sentences as it is called as Intra-Sentential Mixing. We may conclude that in ILC,the speakers tend to insert outer code in sentence boundary or clause boundary and the element inserted is in word or phrase. The words/phrases inserted are in form of conjunction, verb, noun, adjective, noun phrase, verb phrase. Intra-sentential switching/mixing temporary occure is caused by the Lexical Need of, Quoting, Interjection, and Repetition. But the most dominant is caused by Expressing Identity. The occurrence of Intra-sentential switching in Indonesia Lawyers Club is also caused by terminologies from outer code which are impossibly to be translated or to be found the equal words in Bahasa Indonesia. Though if the they are able to be translated, the meaning will be vague and sometime it would not be used. Then the speakers use the outer terminologies without giving some changing to the structure. But in some cases, the speakers use Repetition repeating the outer terminologies in Bahasa Indonesia in the same language structure, or clarifying what they have said to make the audience understand and make the dialogue run smoothly. Hoffman (1991:16).

The second dominant of outer Code Switching and Code Mixing occurs in Indonesia Lawyers Club is Intra-lexical Mixing.The speakers use outer code (English) in his speech but modifying the word or phrase by combining with prefixes or suffixes taken from Bahasa Indonesia structure. This because the speakers feel they need to change the form of the outer word or phrase so it is match with their language structure.

Inter-sentential Switching is the third dominant type used by speakers in ILC. There is no occurring of this kind of switching in the first video. This type occurs four times in the second video, nine times in the third, and four times in the fourth video. The occurrence of Inter-sentential switching in the videos is when the speakers use quoting, proverb, or saying of some well-known figures from outer code. Sometimes the speakers also clarify the quotes, proverb, or saying in Bahasa Indonesia then Repetition also occurred. Inter-sentential Switching needs speakers to speak at least single clause in outer code in a sentence or a full sentence of outer code then continue with Bahasa Indonesia as following or on the contrary. Inter-sentential Switching needs good bilingual speakers. In the video, some speakers who used this type of switching are Anwar Fuadi (politician), Prof. JE. Sahetapy (Civil Law Expert),Sutan Bhatoegana (a member of representative), Yusri Usman (analyst), and Prof. Yusril Ihza Mahendra (Law Expert/politician) as they are known by people that they are from high-level education background. Considering to these people’s profession, outer code with Inter-sentential type or other types tend to be used by them.The calculation result in table frequency for the contextual reason shows that the speakers in Indonesia Lawyers Club used Code Switching and Code Mixing is to express the speakers’ identity.

Hoffman (1991 p.3) explains that in many countries and communities, bilingualism is a normal requirement for daily communication and not a sign of any particular reason. In other words, since the members of bilingual community vary in the capacity  of mastering the languages used in the community, they have to be able to set  a condition where they can communicate effectively. This condition leads them to use Code Switching and Code Mixing. Expressing Group Identity as the first dominant finding as the reason appeared seems like usual thing for the speakers in ILCas Hoffman says “a normal requirement for daily communication”. From the outer Code Switching and Code Mixing used by the speakers, the tendency does not come from the need of lexical or any other reasons. The speakers seem to switch or mix code to outer without any reason. Though, the number of occurrence of Expressing Group Identity is much higher than Lexical Need. ILC consisted on lawyers and other professions seems to have an agreement to stylize the speech using bilingual or multilingual, others are to follow.This case is also in line with Fishman (1972:224) states that “for instance, socially, the language use involves who speaks, what language, to whom, when and where”. Fishman also adds that the way of speaking refers to how language speaker uses in accordance with behavior of communication regulated in his speech community, this means that he has to apply “regulation” of using his language. Fishman’s theory here strengthen the reason why people in ILC switch or mix codes as to Express Group Identity. The speakers in ILC who use outer Code Switching and Code Mixing try to express their identity showing to the audience that they are also the member of that community(ILC) as they have the same ability in bilingual or multilingual.

Lexical Need is also the reason why speakers in ILC switch and mix their main language with outer code. Though, Lexical Need is the second dominant. There are terminologies in certain topic of discussions caused the speaker could not use Bahasa Indonesia persistently. For example word recovery, as an English terminology, when this word is translated to Bahasa Indonesia, it becomes in long sentence. These terminologies have no equivalent lexicon. If this word is constantly translated to Bahasa Indonesia,  Pengembalian, then the meaning will be vague. When the speakers feel Bahasa Indonesia is lacking in providing these terminologies, the speaker used outer code. In order to fit the terminologies in structure of Bahasa Indonesia, speakers use prefixes or suffixes from Bahasa Indonesia and mixed it to the term as a word boundary or phrase boundary. This is in line with Saville-Troike (1986:69) who explains that the most common reason for bilingual/multilingual person to switch or mix theirlanguages is due to the lack of equivalent lexicon in the languages.

Another reason which becomes the third dominant is Repetition. Speakers in ILC sometimes repeat the outer code they have said in Bahasa Indonesia. The repetition commonly used by the speakers after they use quotes, proverb, or saying. The speakers use outer code when they need to amplify or emphasize their message then repeat the message in Bahasa Indonesia as Hoffman explains that a message in one code is repeated in theother code literally. A repetition is not only served to clarify what is said, but also toamplify or emphasize a message. His theory is also supported by example given by Gumperz (1982:78) like it has been stated in the first chapter. 

ILC is a talk show that is the most prestigious compared with other programs on television considering the speakers in ILC are from different professions and social classes.The speakers are mostly lawyers, politicians, member of representetives, experts, observer, high officials and government functionaries, lecturer, spokesmen, and any other profession with high education background. The number of tendency of outer Code Switching and mixing to occure is surely higher. This is because they need to show up their prestige as Nababan (1994:32) explains that Prestige shows the preficiency in using more than one language. People use Code Mixing as a prestige language. Prof. JE. Sahetapy for example, he showed his ability in multilingual, the outer code he used in the recorded videos were English and Dutch. His ability in multilingual was gained from the education background he took. He is able to speak Dutch because he went to local school in the era of Dutch invasion in Indonesia. He is also fluent in English as he used to go to Utah University in The US. He began his career from lecturer of law, joined in politic and achieved the comission of representative position. In ILC discussion, he quoted from famous people or used proverbs then Inter-Sentential Switching occured. Another speaker is Ridwan Saidi, a cultural observer who also tends to use outer Code Switching and mixing. He took law in a local university. He began his career in some organizations, continued to politic, and worked as member of representative. The are many other professions join in ILC who come from other socialclass and education background.Though, majority of the speakers who are from high social community makes all speakers speak bilingual or multilingual using outer Code Switching and mixing in order to keep their prestigious.

Above all, Indonesia Lawyers Club can’t be chatagorized as a formal dialogue rather than informal dialogue as Code Switching and Code Mixing is frequently used by the speakers. Hoffman (1991:113) explains that Code Switching can occure quite frequently in an informal conversation among people who are familiar and have a shared educational, ethnic, and socio-economic background.



Conclusion

Based on the study, we may conclude that speakers in Indonesia Lawyers Club tend to switch and mix their main language with outer language (English). The speakers mix code intra sentence where the element of outer code (English) is inserted to the sentence in the form of word or phrase in sentence boundary of their main language and this iscalled as Intra-sentential switching/mixing. Words or phrases taken from outer code are vary, it could be in the form of verb, noun, adjective, interjection, verb phrase, noun phrase, and interjection. Beside in the form of Intra-sentential switching/mixing, the outer codes used by the speakers also many to find is in the form of Lexical Code Mixing. As generally, this kind of occurrence is still in the form of Intra-sentential switching/mixing, but specifically, the occurance is deeper than just in sentence. Some outer words or  phrases speakers use in ILC are attached  by preffixes or suffixes from Bahasa Indonesia. By paying attention  to the form of preffixes and suffixes, speakers  need to fit the outer code so it can get into thecorrect sentence structureof Bahasa Indonesia. 

In other cases , there are terminologiss in english that have not got similar meaning in Bahasa Indonesia. This situation demands the speakers to keep using the terms/outer codes in sentence of Bahasa Indonesia. When the speakers think that the audience are not familiar with the outer code, the speakers sometime repeat the words/phrases again in Bahasa Indonesia constantly as it is called Repetition. Or, the speakers may describe the terms more specifically with different structural language as it is called Clarifying.

In Indonesia Lawyers Club, the most dominan for Reason speakers use Code Switching and Code Mixing is to express group identity. Considering the people in ILCconsist of people from different professions and education background, the speakers have to be able to set condition where they can communicate effectively and there is a tendency for the speakers use outer Code Switching and Code Mixing.This is to show to other speakers and audience that bilingual or multilingual speakers are really into the community and their ability to speak bilingual or multilingual indicating they are from academic people and have prestigious to keep.
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